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As seen in [ll] and [4], the groups K2(z,,n) (p a prime and rc a finite 
group) play a role both in understanding SK,(&r) and in getting lower 
estimates for the size of K2(Zrc) or WA,(&r). In particular, it was shown in 
[ll ] that the leading problem for computing SK,(ZX) for arbitrary finite rr 
is to understand K,(z,n) for all primes p and p-groups rc. In this paper, we 
detect elements in K,(.~??,z) by describing the groups 
and 
K:(g,n) =ltiCoker[K,(z,il) + Kz(t,n)] 
Wh:(g,n) = l&Coker[ Wh,(zPf) + W/r,(2,n)]S 
where the limits are taken over all surjections of p-groups it -H rc. In other 
words, we look at K2(i?lln) and Wh,(f,n) after dividing out by all 
elements coming from arbitrarily large p-groups mapping onto rr. 
More generally, WC let A be any unramilied p-ring-the ring of integers 
in any finite unramitied extension K of o,,-and study the groups M,*(Anf 
andW/z:(An) defined analogously for any p-group rr. In order to state the 
main result, we define 
~(An)=N,(n;A~)/(gOi,g”:gE~: LEA, nclz), 
where 71 acts on ATT via conjugation. Then 
@(An)3 c (z,(g,)/S,(g;))““O A(g,), 
i=l 
where gr,..., g, are conjugacy class representatives for zz, Z,(g,) is the cen- 
tralizer, and 
S,(g,)- (hE:n:h”=g,, somen). 
There is a map 
v: %(A7c) + H,(n j 
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defined by setting v(h@ /zg) = Tr(l) . (h A g) (where h A ge Hz(z) is an 
element defined for each pair of commuting elements h, g En, and 
Tr: A -+ J?!, is the trace map). Finally, we set 
?&(Az) = Ker[v: @(Arc) -+ Hz(z)]. 
The main result is the following (Theorems 3.6 and 4.2 and Proposition 
3.8): 
THEOREM. For any prime p, any unramified p-ring A, and any p-group z, 
there is a natural exact sequence 
H,(n) ‘IAn > Wh:(Az) & S&(An) -+ 0, (1) 
with the properties: 
0) U{g, 4)=03W f or all gEz and UE 1 +Z(t,[Z,(g)]) 
(where r is the map de$ned in [lo] and Z denotes augmentation ideal). 
(ii) Ker(y,,) is independent of A. 
(iii) qarr =0 ifn is abehan (and so Wh~(An)r%O(A~)). 
Furthermore, there is a short exact sequence 
0 -+ H,(n) --t K,*(An) + Wh;(Az) --t 0 
which is naturally split when A = f,. 
The most important point here is the existence of the surjection Z,* hav- 
ing property (i). This is the basis for most of the applications in Sections 5, 
6, and 7. 
The significance of the contribution of H,(n) to Wh,(An) is still a 
mystery. A precise but complicated description of Ker(q,,) (and also of the 
extension) is given in Theorem 3.6. This can in particular be used to con- 
struct examples for any p of p-groups 71 where rarr # 0 (Proposition 4.3). 
But we have been unable to find any simple way of describing Im(qAz). 
In particular, these results show that among p-groups 71, Kz(p’p~) = 0 if 
and only if rc is cyclic or quaternionic. That any surjection of a p-group 
onto z/p” induces a surjection onto K@‘,[z/p”]) is well known, but that 
the corresponding result for quaternionic groups holds seems surprising. 
Another interesting consequence comes from combining these results 
with those in [lo]. The image of 
v: %(A7c) -+ Hz(7c) 
is the subgroup generated by h A g for all commuting h, g E 71, and this was 
seen in [lo] to be equal to Hgb(n). We can also identify the group Z(An) 
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(see [lo]: I(An) denotes the augmentation ideal) with H,(n; I(A 
Sequence (I) above now combines with Theorems 2 and 3 in [IO] to give: 
THEOREM. For any unramified p-ring A and any p-group TC, there is an 
exact sequence 
H,(n) qan k Wh*,(An) rT ~H,(~;I(A71))l(gO~(gn--l))--,fi217t) 
d Wh(An) --L H,(x; I(An)) -+ N,(n) -+ 0. 
An obvious question is whether this can be lifted to some exact sequence 
involving FV’!z~P( AX). 
We start in Section 0 with a brief sketch of the construction of sequence 
(I) above. This is intended to help clarify and make less mysterious t 
details given later in Sections 2 and 3. Also, at the end of Section 0, we 
show that the projection K,(An) -++ K,*(An) factors through 
Ky(An) = limK2(A/pn[?T]), 
n 
i.e., that Kc(An) can be regarded as a quotient of K~P(ATc). 
Section 1 deals with the main technical lemma behind the computation, 
and this is used in Section 2 to describe K,(AE, I) when 17 -++ n is a surjec- 
tion of p-groups and I= Ker [Ail --f An]. The formulas for K:(A;ri) an 
@‘@(AZ) are derived in Section 3, and the map qAZ in the above theorems 
is studied in Section 4. 
The last three sections give some applications of these results. In Sec- 
tion 5, the surjectivity of r; is combined with localization sequences to get 
lower bounds on the size of K@~c) and W%Z~(X). This extends results of 
Dennis, Keating, and Stein in [4], results which helped to motivate 
of this work. 
In Section 6, the analogous groups K,*(A/p”[z]) are define 
described in terms of HZ(~) and %,,(An). The main result there is that 
K,(A/PC~]) = KZYAIpC~]) 
for an abelian p-group 7~: this yields an explicit description of K,(Fz) when 
F is any finite field and 71 any finite abelian group. This result also gives 
encouragement that Kz(Az) detects a significant portion of Ktpp(Anj. T 
hope, of course, is that the kernel 
Ker[F;P(A7c) -++ K,*(Az)] 
will turn out to be generated by an easily describable set of elements. The 
best possible result would be that it is generated by symbols (r, x> for 
r E A* and x E (AZ)*, but this is probably too much to hope for. 
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Finally, in Section 7, applications are given toward the computation of 
X1(&-c) or CZ,(Zn) for p-groups z. The results on K,*@,n) are used to get 
upper and lower bounds for C~,(.&C), as well as to motivate a conjecture 
for a combinatorial algorithm for computing C1r(Zrc) when n is a p-group 
and p is odd. As an example, SK,(Zn) is then computed when rr is a non- 
abelian group of order p3 (and p any odd prime). 
0 
We start by sketching a quick construction of the exact sequence 
H,(n) -+ WQyAn) -+ @(An) -5 H,(n). 
This is much simpler than the construction to be given in detail in Sec- 
tions 2 and 3, but it gives no information on the size of the image of H3(n) 
in Wh,(Arc), nor on how the extension at Wh~(Arc) behaves. 
Throughout this section, we let A be a fixed unramified p-ring (i.e., the 
ring of integers in some finite unramified extension of a,), and let rc be a 
fixed p-group. For any surjection CI: it --H rc of p-groups, define a group G 
and an order Cu as pullbacks 
We regard G, ‘?I, and E as depending on CI. Set 
Ii = Ker[rj: AG -+ Afi] (i= 1, 2) 
and let II/: AG t* % be the obvious surjection. Then Ker($) = I, n I, = I, I2 
(see Lemma 2.4 below); so Yl z AC/I, I,, and 
K,((LI)=K,(AG)/(l +I,I,). (3) 
The five-term homology sequences for the extensions 
l+pI+G-%Z:l and l+p-t5~71+1 
(see Proposition 2.1) induce a Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence 
Hz(E) Q Hz(e) 4 H2(rc) -+ Gab -+ Eab @ itab -+ rab + 1 (4) 
(note that prz:p and ~r/[G,p,]rp/[if,p]). Upon comparing this with 
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the K-theory exact sequence for (2), we get an exact sequence of hitehea 
groups: 
wh,(Ait) @ Wk,(Ail) - Wh,!AnJ -5 p + I I 
1 2 
(51 
I 
ll’or2 Wk(AE)@ Wh(A%). 
In other words, 
Coker[a,: Wh,(AE) -+ Wk,(An)] 
r Ker rl* 0 Ye*: 
Wk( AC) 
1 +Z,Zz 
+ Wkf A$; 
3 
and in the limit 
At this point, the modified logarithm map studied in Section 2 of [IO] 
can be applied. Let 
Z(Aii) = Ker[E: Afi + A] and Z(AE) = H,(f; I(AE)). 
Here, E is the augmentation map, and it acts on I(AE) by conjugation. 
Theorem 2 in [lo], there is a map Z= ZArr and a short exact sequence 
0 -+ Wk’(Aff) & I(A5) -% itub --f 0 
(and similarly for G), where w(C nigi) = 
Wh’(An) = Wk(An)/SK,(Az). 
The main result of Section 1 below (Theorem 1 .I ) says that 
TG(1 + 11 I,) = I,I,, 
where m denotes the image of I, I, in Z( AG). From this we get 
rKer[(o, i,): H,(G; Z,) --) Gab@ H,(c; Z(AE))] 
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Here, 
I, = Ker[a: AE --+ Arc] zKer[r,: ‘?I -+ Ait] 
zKer W3 yl: r -+ I(A) 
1 2 I 
(in particular, the G-action on I, factors through it). Recall that y1 is split 
by the diagonal map A: Ait -+ %( E (ATT)~). 
In Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, we will see that 
bKer[i,: H,(E; 1,) -+ H,(iz; I(AE))] 
a 
-limCoker[a,: H,(E; I(AE)) + H,(iS; I(An))] -- 
a 
The main point here is that if g, h E rc and (g, h) is not cyclic, then there is 
some a: ii -++ 71 such that no liftings of g and h commute in ii. 
So (7) now takes the form 
l&Ker rl* 0 r2*: 
i 
Wh’(AG) 
1 +I,I, 
+ Wh’(AS)2 
ix 1 
EKer @(ATT)* ~Ker[G”b~~UbOitab]~.H2(71) 1 . (8) 1 
That the last limit is isomorphic to H,(rc) follows from sequence (4). The 
composite of these maps is checked to be the map 
v: @(AZ) -+ H,(n), 
where (g@ Nz) = Tr(i) . (g A h) (in the notation of Proposition 2.1 below). 
It remains to see how SK1(AZ) and SK,(AG) behave in the limit. That 
b, S&(AE) = 0 follows easily from Lemma 22(i) in [lo]. Spectral 
sequences show that 
QIXJSK,(AG)~~(H,(G)/H;~(G))~H,(~)/H;~(~), (9) LY a 
where H?(x) is the subgroup of H3(rc) generated by induction from cyclic 
subgroups. So upon combining (6) (8), and (9), we get: 
THEOREM. For any p-group ;n and any unram$ed p-ring A, there is an 
exact sequence 
H,(n) -=% Wh$(An) -+ @(An) -5 H,(z). 
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Describing Ker(qan) amounts to computing, for each CI: ii --+-+ 71, how 
much of SK1(AG) is hit by (1 + I, Z2). To do this, better control is needed 
over lNz(AG) as an extension of SK,(AG) by Wh’(AG). This is obtained by 
regarding Wh(AG) as a quotient group of Wh’(AG) (and hence as a sub- 
quotient of Z(AG)) for some central extension G -+-+ G for which 
SK,(A@=O (such G exists by [lo, Lemma 22(i)]). The extra co 
plications in the constructions in Sections 2 and 3 below are caused 
precisely by the need to work with G instead of G. 
We end this introductory section by noting that K,*(Az) can be regarde 
as a quotient of pzoP(A~), as well as of K,(Az) (that K,(An) surjects Q 
Kz(Ax) is clear once we know that K$(An) is finite) As usual, for any 
p-adic order 2l, we set 
zp(Yl) = l&rrJK,((Ll/p”(2I). 
n 
PROPOSITION 0.1. For any p-group TT and any unramified p-ring A, 
K,*(A7t)zzbCoker[Kt;P(A%) -+ Kpp(Aiz)]. 
In particular, the natural projection [K,(An) -H K,*(Az)] factors through 
ZqyAn). 
Proof. Let a: iz -+ n: be any surjection of a p-group ii onto 71, and define 
pullback rings ‘LT, (n B 1) and Cu from the squares 
I (1) I 
AIP”L-~I - 4p”Cnl Aii: - An 
Then 2XZ,r21/p”‘U. So by Theorem 10 (and its proof) in [l4]> 
K,(%l)~~K,(2l,) and K,(A~)rlimK,(A/p”II~]). 
?I n 
The Mayer-Vietoris sequences for (1) and (2) thus induce isomorphis 
Coker[KtzoP(A7?) --, Kt,“p(Ax)] zKer[K,(%) + KI(Aii) @ K,(Ait)] 
%Coker[K,(Ait) -+ K,(Az)]. 
Hence, in the limit, 
K,*(Az)rl@~Coker[KyP(A?) -+ KyP(Az)]. 
f 
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1 
We start with some general definitions. If G is any group and R any 
commutative ring, set 
RG=RG/(l(g-hgh-‘)I IER; g, hEG), 
i.e., the free R-module on the conjugacy classes of G. Let Z(RG) denote the 
augmentation ideal, and 
Z(RG) = Z(RG)/(conjugation) cm. 
If 71 is a p-group and A an unramilied p-ring, let 
Tan: Wh(An) + Z(An) 
be the map studied in Section 2 of [lo]. The main result of this section is: 
THEOREM 1.1 Let n be a p-group, and let cr, T-=I n be normal subgroups 
such that [a, z] = 1. Let A be an unramtyied p-ring, and set 
IA,, = KerrArc + A[z/a]] and ZAr = Ker[An --f A[x/z]]. 
Then 
where Z,,Z,, denotes the image of ZACZAr in Z(Az). 
Before Theorem 1.1 can be proven, some quite technical lemmas will be 
needed. The first one looks rather strange, but seems to appear frequently 
in computations involving f,, (see also the proof in [lo] that Z,, is 
integer-valued). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let p’be a prime, A a commutative ring, and q E Aut(A) a 
ring homomorphism such that cp(/z) E lp (modp) for RE A. Let R be an 
A-algebra, U_c R a multiplicative set, and YC R an A-submodule containing 
U. Set 
(xiyj- y,x,) 1 xi, yie R . 
Let @:R + R be any q-linear module homomorphism such that 
xpn-@(xqES+pHY (1) 
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for all x E U and n 3 1. Then ( 1) holds for all x = xi Lix,, where ii E A and 
xie U (and all n> 1). 
Proofi Fix some x = xi &xi, where Lie A an xi E U, A typical term in 
xp” has the form 
~=/li,-Ajqxi,“~x~ % (4 = P”). 
Cyclic permutation of the indices (i, ,..., i4) give a total ofp” terms tr,..., tpIn 
congruent to 5 (mod S), where p n-m is the number of cyclic permutations 
leaving (ir,..., iy) invariant. Then xi, ... xiq is a p”-“th power, and the sum 
of these terms (mod S) has the form 
If m =n, then q E~“Y by assumption. If m <n, then there are 
corresponding terms 
in the expansion of @(x”“-‘). Since q(i) = Xp (modp) 
cp(jq”“-“-’ ~ A@-m (mod p” ~ m ). 
Also, %p”~m~ Y and XP”-nr-~(XP”-m-‘)~S+pn~my (XE ?I), so 
The result follows by summing over all such (y, q’). 
For Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, we fix s, t > 1, and let F be the free group on 
generators h, ,..~, h,, k, ,..., k,, g. Let Z?? and R be the normal subgroups of F 
generated by the h, and ki, respectively. Set 
and let HO = [H, G] and K, = [ZC, G]. Define 
I, = Ker[2!G + Z[G/H]], I,= Ker[zG -+ zJIG/K]], 
and similarly for ZHO and I,. Finally, set 
S=Ker[;ZG+zJ, 
i.e., the subgroup of ZG generated by all u - WV- ’ for u, zi E 6. 
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LEMMA 1.3. For any u E G, let 6(u) be the unique element of the form 
d(u) = hql . . . h,“s,l+ . . . kFgg’ 
such that u-‘BE [G, G]. Let 6: ZG-, ZG be the induced (f,-linear) 
homomorphism. Then, for any 
xE(S+Iff)n(S+I,), 
x EE 6(x) (mod IHIKO + Z,, I, + S). 
Proof: We may clearly assume x E I,. 
Step 1. For any u E G, let 6,(u) E G be the unique element of the form 
6,(u)=h~‘...hf~’ (u’e (k,,..., k,, g>) 
such that u-iG,(u)~H~= [H, G]. Let 6,: i2G --f ZG be the induced 
homomorphism. Write 
x=c ~,u,(u,- 1) &ET?, u~EG, ~EK); 
then 6,(uiv,)=6,(u,)~vi (U~EKS (kl,..., k,,g), since [H, K] = 1). So 
6,(x) = c AiSK(Ui)(Ui - 1) = c /2,u,(u, - 1) =x (mod 4&J. (1) 
Step 2. Now write 
6,(x)= i Iziuivi, (2) 
i= 1 
where ;li E Z, ui = hyl .*. hf=, and VIE (k, ,..., k,, g). By assumption, 
6,(.x)EIn+S=Ker[ZG-+Z[G/H]]. 
In other words, since (kl,..., k,, g) maps isomorphically onto G/H, there 
are elements yic (kl,..., k,, g) such that 
c A, * yiuiy;’ = 0. 
Then 
6,(x)=x1 = c I,(yiuiy,‘)(yiu,y,‘) (mod 9, (3) 
i=l 
and x1 E 1,. Since 
6(q) = 6(yj”jyz:1) = yiviyL:l (mod & = CK GIL 
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we get in the same way as in Step 1 that 
Step 3. Referring to (2), we see that 
6(x)=6(6,(x)) =I iiUi6(Uj). 
Furthermore, since yie (k, ,,.., k,, g) and [H, K] = 1, 
yluiy$ = gdqg-dt 
for some di. By (l), (3), and (4), 
and it remains to show that 
(g”hg -‘) kg” s hkg’ (mod I,,I, + S) 
for any hE (h ,,..., h,), kc (k, ,..., k,), and c, FEZ. But 
hkg’ = h(kg’- g’) + hg’ 
E gdhgPd(kg’ - g”) + hg’ (mod ~H,~Kl 
= (gdhg-d) kg’- gdhg-dg’ -t hg’ 
= (gdhg-“) kg’ (mod sj. 
LEMMA 1.4. In the situation of Lemma 1.3; set 
~=(l-h,)~~~(1-h,)(l-k,)~~~(l-k,)g~ZG. 
Fix a prime p, and define ~0: ZIG -+ ZIG by 
Set H, = ([I%, G], HP) u G. Then for any IZ >/ 1, 
5P”-~(5pn-‘)ES+pnlH,IK+pn4HIKo+pnl~/fk+I~ 
PP.OO$ We first check that 
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Apply Lemma 1.2, with R = Y = ZG, U = G, A = Z, and cp = id. Note that 
S= 
i 
C (x~.Y,-.Y,x,) I xi, YiEZG 
t 
3 
since the group elements generate ZG additively. Since up’ = @(UP”-‘) for 
u E G, by definition, (1) follows by Lemma 1.2. 
Now fix x E ZG such that tP”- cDP(~~“-‘) = p”x (mod S). Then x vanishes 
in Z[ G/H] and Z[G/K]: they are torsion free, and t E I, n I,. In other 
words, 
xe(S+lH)n(S+IK), 
and in the notation of Lemma 1.3, 
x = 6(x) (mod IHIKo + IHoIK + S). 
Since 6(S) = 0, 
6(x) = $ [s(p) - spqp-‘))I 
=f [(l -h,)P”... (1 -h,)P”...(l -k,)P”gP” 
- (1 - /p)P”-‘. . . (1 _&y-’ gP”], 
Furthermore, 
(l-h,)““-(l-hq)P”-lEpnl;l 
(2) 
(3) 
and similarly for ki (p”ZG n I, = p”I,, since Z[G/H] is torsion free). So 
(3) implies that 
G(x)EPHr~+‘+z,,z,. (4) 
The lemma now follows from (2) (4) and the definition of x. 1 
We now return to the situation of Theorem 1.1. For the rest of Section 1, 
we fix an unramitied p-ring A, a p-group 7cn, and subgroups g’, z ~3 n: such 
that [rr, z] = 1. Set 
o1 = ( Cc 4, Frb) > and z1 = (CL ~1, Wz)), 
where Fr(a) and Fr(r) denote the Frattini subgroups. Note that ran, T~QR, 
and r~r g c’, z, $ z. Hence, upon setting 
X= IAd, IAT + ZAc I,,, E An 
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(6,, = Ker[An --, A[irl/c~~]], etc.), we may assume inductively t 
rAx(l +X) = 8 (the image of X in ~(ATT)). 
Recall that rAn is defined by setting 
T,,(x) =log x -+ @(log x) E I(A7r) 
for any .x E 1 + I(Az), where @(C &gJ = C cp(jUi) gp and cp E @al(A/f,) is 
the Frobenius automorphism (q(A) = Ap (modp)). 
EEMMA 1.5. For any u, v >, 1 and x E &PA,, 
r,,(l +x)=x (mod I;&: 1 + X) in I(A;n). 
ProqjY First note that 
r(l +-y)= x-;x2+;x3- .‘. -1 i Lb(x)-LD(x’)+ “’ P 2P 
rx+ f (-l)k+l pk - @(x-“)] (mod Cc12,“,). 
k=l 
(SpeciaI care is needed when p = 2.) So it sufices to show that 
xp”-~(x~“-‘)Es~+p*(x-t-P~,~~~~) 
for all n > 1 and x E &,I;,, where 
S’ = Ker[Z(An) --f I(An)] = (xiyi- yixi) / xi, yI E AZ). 
i 
We again apply Lemma 1.2, this time with W = An, 
u= {(l -!I,)...(1 -h,,)(l -k,)...(l -k,) g 1 h,ECJ, kiET: 
gEn,s>u, ev), 
and Y= X+ I;&: ‘. Since [c, z] = 1, U is muItiplicative. 
holds for all x E U by Lemma 1.4. So by Lemma 1.2, ( 1) hoi 
xEIX,I>,= C llixi / iiEA,x,E U 
!. 1 
PooJ‘ C$ Theorem 1.1. First note that r(l $ I,,I,,) E- 1,,4,, by Lemma 
1.5. As remarked, IJ 1 + X) = X by induction, and hence 
WG r(l + I/&AAT)’ 
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We next check that Q(x) E X for all XE Z,,Z,,. It suffices to show this 
when x=(1 -h)(l -k)g for any LEO, ZCEZ, and gEn. For such x, 
@i(x) = gp - (hg)P - (kg)P + (hkg)P = (1 - h’)( 1 - k’) g, 
where 
h’=h(ghg-‘)...(gP-‘hg-P+‘) and k’&(gkg-1). . . (gP-‘kg-P+‘) 
(recall that [a, z] = 1). Furthermore, 
h’ E o1 = ([a, z], Fr(a)) and k’ E ~~ = (CG ~1, Wz)), 
and so Q(x) E ZAfl, Z,,, c X. 
Thus, for any n 2 2 and any x E ZAaZAt, 
r( 1 + p”x) z log( 1 + p”x) (mod X) 
z p”x (mod X-t p”+‘Z,,Z,,). 
By taking successive approximations, it follows that 
r(l +L,L)~P2LL4,. 
Finally, note that for t large enough, 
cl, c P2L and z,424, s P2LTL 
So by Lemma 1.5 and downward induction, 
for all t B 1. In particular, Z( 1 i- Z,,Z,,) = ZAoZAr. 1 
2 
Throughout this section, A will be a fixed unramihed p-ring (for some 
fixed prime p), and y? E Gal(A@,) the Frobenius automorphism. We let 
Tr = Tr,,Z, denote the trace map; it is surjective by Proposition VIII.1.3 in 
[15]. The goal is to describe K,(AE, I) when 5 is a p-group and 
Z= Ker[A;it -+ An] for some surjection it -+ rc. 
We first list some basic facts involving Hz(z) which will be needed fre- 
quently. 
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~ROPOslTION 2.1. (i) For any extension 1 -+ p -+ 71 -+” x -+ 1 of groups, 
there is a S-term homology exact sequence natural in X: 
Hz(Z) “*, Hz(n) -5 p/C%, p] + iiab 4 ?P -+ 0. 
(ii) If 1 -+ R -+ F -+a z + 1 is an extension, where F is free and 
exp H,(n) / q < 00, then the composite 
Hz(n) -5 RICE RI -(WCC Rl)OZlq 
is injective. 
(iii) If n = F/R where F is free, then Hz(z) z (41 n IF, F])/[R, F], In 
parficukor, if g, h E n and gh = hg, then they determine an element g A h E 
H*(n): g A h = [g, &] ERA [F, F] for any lifting3 ,@, EE %; of g and h. 
define 
H;b = (g A h E H,(n): g, h E n, gh = hg) s H,(n). 
(iv) For any p-group z, 
For any central extension 1 -+ p --f ii -+’ ‘it -+ 1 of p-groups, 
SK,(Ail)rKer(G”)/(g A h:g, hEr,gh=hg,g A hiker). 
In particular, S’K1(Ait)z SK,(An) ij” 6” = 0, and SK,(An”) = 0 if 6” is injec- 
tive. 
Proof The homology sequence is constructed, e.g., in C6, Corollary 
VI.8.23. To see (ii), note that Coker(G”) c Pb is free abelian and H,(F) = 0, 
so that 6” is split injective. For (iv), see Theorem 3 and Lemma 22(i) in 
ClOl. 1 
From now on, for any extension 1 -+ p --+ E -+’ 7t -+ 1 of groups, we set 
Maps 
co* = co;,: I,, 4 A @ p”b 
are defined by setting 
and 
w* xA.,(h,-l)g, =~J.,Ohj (.&EAhiEP,g,Eji), 
(. > i 
and letting o = (Tr @ 1) w*. Note that ~pOp”b~p”b if p is a p-grQup 
481/94:2-12 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let 1 -+ p -+ i? --+’ E-+ 1 be an extension of groups. 
(i) Ker(coz,) = I Aa I, where I= Z(AE). In other words, of, induces an 
isomorphism. 
I,,.JI,, IC A @ pab. 
(ii) If it is a p-group and p s Z(E) is central, then 
T,,( 1+ IAa) = Ker[o,,: I,, -+ p] E I(AE). 
ProoJ: (i) Define 
s: A 0 pab -+ I,,/I,, I 
by setting s(A @ h) = I(h - 1). This is clearly a homomorphism: 
s(/ZOhk)-s(A@h)-s(l@k)=;1(1 -h)(l -k)~&,) 
for any /z E A and h, k EP. That ~2, and s are inverses is easy. 
(ii) By (i), IAM is generated by laxI and I(Ap) (the augmentation 
ideal in Ap). Hence, by Theorem 1.1 (applied to the pair (a, z) = (p, E)) 
and Theorem 2 in [lo], 
I’(1 +I,,)=r(l +I,,I)+r(l +I(Ap))=~+Ker[o,,:I(Ap)-+p] 
= Ker[w: I,, + p]. 1 
This can be applied to give the following description of K,(Az): 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let z be a p-group, and set I= I(Az). Then 
K*(Az)z A* 0 K,(Az, I) 
(canonically), and there is a natural exact sequence 
0 --f K1(Az, I) -% (A 0 nab) 0 Wh(An) -5 A 0 nub. 
Here, ~(1 +x)=(w:,(x), [l +x]) for XGI, and 
v(~Og, c~+~l~=~(~-cp~o~~~~og--o,*,(~)) 
= (A- v(a)) og - @!p,,(l +x). 
By co:,: Z(An) + A 0 nab is meant w;, when c(: rc -+ 1. 
Proof. We first check that the two formulas for v agree, i.e., that 
o%J’,&l +x) = ((1 - P) 0 l)(of,(x)) E A 0 nab 
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for any x E I. It clearly suffices to do this when rr is abelian, and by 
Proposition 2.2 it suffices to consider the cases (a) x ~4’ and (b) 
x=d(g-1) (il.EA,gEx). In case (a), 
o&(x) = 0 and r,,( 1 + x) E I2 = Ker(c0&) 
by Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 1.1. In case (b), 
z-(1 + qg- 1)) =+ log c (1 +A(g- 1))P 1+ cp(J+)(gP - 1) > 
-$ log 
c 
1 +/zP(gP- l)+p(i:-AP)(g- 1) 
1 + cp(J”)kP - 1) 1 (mod 4) 
+og(l+(a”-(u(JJ)(g’-l)+~(/W)(g-l)) 
Z; (J~~-cp(~))(gp-l)+(i~-~p)(g-l) (mod r2), 
and so 
= (a-cp(a))@g. 
Since v( Wh(A7r)) c v(A 0 nab), 
Ker(v)= ((10 g, l), (OX,(X), [l +x1): gcn, x~I(Arc)) =Im(;u). 
Furthermore, 
Ker(p) E Ker[R,(Ax, I) --f Wiz(An)] = drub, 
but p(g) = (1 @g, 1) for g E rc, and so p is injective. 
The isomorphism K,(An)zK,(Alr, I) 0 A* is induced by the inclusion 
A E AZ and the augmentation map AR -+ A. 
One more technical lemma will be needed: 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be any group, H, KQ G normal subgroups such that 
Nn K= 1, and set 
I,= Ker[AG -+ A[G/H]] and er[AG -+ A[G/K]]. 
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Then IH n I, = IHIK. Furthermore, if S c G is a set of coset representatives 
for H x Kc G, then IH n I, is a free A-module with basis 
ProoJ: Clearly, AXc I,Z,cI,nZ,. Each element of G- (HSuKS) 
(i.e., each element of the form hkg for h E H- 1, k E K- 1, g E S) occurs as 
a term in exactly one element of X, and each element of X has exactly one 
such term. This implies first that the elements of X are A-linearly indepen- 
dent, and second that any x E AG is congruent (mod AX) to some 
y=Cl,g, for ;li~A and giE HSuKS. In particular, if x~I~nl,, then 
y= 0. In other words, I,nI,s AX, and we are done. 1 
THEOREM 2.5. Let l--f p + iE: --f’ 71--f 1 be an extension of p-groups, set 
IAa = Ker[Aii -+ AX] and MA, = KerCo,,: Kdp; IAa) + pabl, 
and let 1: M,, --f Ho@; I,,) be the inclusion. Then there is an exact sequence 
which is natural with respect to maps between extensions. Here, 
(i) s is the composite SK,(Ap) E K,(Ap, Z(Ap)) -+ K1(A2, I,,), and 
(ii) y/=(!P’,, Y,), where Y,(l+x)=o~,(x). 
Furthermore, the composite 
H,(n) -+% K,(Az)/( - 1, n} -% K1(AE, IAor) 
(where 2, denotes the map n”(x) defined in Section 4.3 of [S]) is equal to the 
pair (da, 0). 
ProoJ Define a group G and order ‘9l as pullback: 
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Let A: it -+ G be the diagonal map (regarding G as a subgroup of ii x 5). Set 
pi=Ker(v,)~G, and note that plzpzzp and G/(p, x~~)%n. Set 
6, = Ker[r,: AG -+ Ail] and Z, = Ker[r,: AG -+ Ait]. 
Then %rAG/(P, n 1,) (since ‘$I E Aft x AE). 
Step 1. By Proposition 2.3, there is an exact sequence 
Furthermore, K,(a) z K, (AG)/( 1 + I, I,) (I, n I, = I, I2 by Lemma 2.$), 
and 
Z,Z, E Z(AG)2 = Ker(o,*,) 
by Lemma 2.2. So upon dividing (1) out by 1 + I, I,, we get the following 
commutative diagram with exact rows: 
For convenience, we set Wh(‘2l) = Wh(AG)/( 1 -+-I, 12). 
Now, K,(An”, I,,,,) = Ker(K,(r,)) by definition [9]. Furthermore, since yi 
is split by A, 
So the kernels in (2) form an exact sequence 
Step 2. NOW let 1 -+ (T + G jB G -+ 1 be any central extension WC 
that 
(a) Ker(@) = Im[H,(p, x pz) 0 H,(E) zz N,(G)], and 
(b) A lifts to a map 6: ii + G. 
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For example, (G, fl) can be constructed by first choosing any central exten- 
sion 
satisfying (a) (see Proposition V.5.1 in [12]), and then setting 
[G, P-J = [G’, p’] -r;d*[G’, p’] E H*(G, a). 
Then CL?@=@ (@‘od* =0 by (a)), and d*[G, p] =O. 
Set bi= fl-‘(p,) (i= 1,2): and note that @r, /J2] = 1 by construction. 
Furthermore, by (a) and Proposition 2.l(iv), 
incl+ d,: SK,(Ab,)O SKI(A;it) + SK,(AG) (4) 
is onto, and SK, (AD,) z SK1(Ap,). Define ideals 
J= I(AG), Jo = Kerr& AG --f AG], 
Ji= Ker[r,P: AG -+ AZ] (i = 1, 2). 
Then AG = Ae/J, and Ii = Ji/J,, (i = 1,2), and so 
Wh(%)= Wh(AG)/(l +I,12)r Wh(Ae)/(l +Jo-tJ1J2). 
By Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 2.2(ii), 
(or rather, its image in I(A@). 
Now, identify I(AG) with Ho(G; ](A@) (G acting by conjugation) and 
write K = Ker(oAB) for short. Then Theorem 2 in [lo] applies to give the 
following diagram with exact rows: 
SK,(A@ 4 Wh(‘2I) 3 H,(G; J/(K+J,J,)) waZ- Gab _t 
I 
SKlhB) 
I 
Wh(rl) 
I 
62 
I 
rp 
rh? 
0 - SK,(AE) - Wh(AE) - H,(G; WV) -IL 
-ab _) 
As in (2) the vertical maps are all split by maps induced by d or 6, and so 
the kernels form an exact sequence. By (4), Ker(SK,(r,/?)) is generated by 
SK,(A~,)ESK,(A~,). It follows that Tae induces an isomorphism (where 
r*,=r,p:C-tq 
(5) 
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Step 3. Now consider the group 
Jo+ JIJZ 
KS J*J, 
Jo 
EK+(J,,nJ,J2)’ 
Using Lemma 2.4 (the fact that X is a basis for I, I, = J, J,/J,), we see tha;: 
JO n J1 J2 is generated by elements 
(1 -h)(l -k)g-(1 -h’)(l -k’)g 
=(A’-h)(l -k)g+ (1 -h’)(k’-k)g~JJc, 
(where hub,, k~b,, LEG, and h-‘h’, kF’k’Ec). Since JJ,cK, 
Ker[r,:J1/(K+J1J2)jIAr]~JJO/K=Jo/Ker(o,p)~a. 
In other words, there is a short exact sequence 
O-to~J1/(K+J,J,)~I,,-pO, (4) 
where f(g) = I(g - 1) for any gE C, and any R E A such that Tr(A.) = 1. 
Step 4. Write j3 = ,L?~ = Ker[r^,: G -+ 51,. and consider the maps 
0‘4,: I,, + pab and Aa.4 @API: J, + P 
(J1 = Ker[r*,: AC? --f AC] defined as before). Since 
K+ J, J2 = Ker(oAp) + J, J, E Ker(&), 
there is a commutative diagram 
0 -+ CT .f H,(p, x p2; Jl/(K+ J1J2)) * H,(p; I,,) --) 0 
I 
id 
I 
0 I 
lW 
(71 
o-,0- Arib P -2 P 
ab -0 
Both rows are right exact: the top row by (6) and the bottom row by the 
homology sequence for the extension 
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where pz = (r& ) ,8. But @= 0 by construction (see (a)), and so the rows 
in (7) are also exact at 6. 
It follows that 
Ker(d)rKer(w) = M,,. 
Hence, there is an exact sequence 
Coker(H,(x; &)) --) H,(n; MAa) -+ H,,(G; J1/(K+J,J,)) -+ HO(rc; bob). (8) 
The homology spectral sequences for ii --+OL rr and G --fB 71 induce a com- 
mutative diagram 
H&c)-% H1(7-c; p”b) -+ ff*(fwff*(P) --+ H,(z) 
I id I diag I A* i id 
H,(n) a, H,(% pyb x PZb) -+ HAWHAPI x PZ) -+ ffz(n) 
where the vertical maps are split injective (split by r2). So 
H,(~;p~“)~Coker[incl+A,:H,(p, XP~)@H~(E)-+H,(G)], 
and by (a) in Step 2, 
H,(n; pub)rIm[GP: Hz(G) -+ r~]. (9) 
On the other hand, if d: H,(z; pub) -+ 0 is the boundary map induced by the 
n-action on the bottom row of (7), then 
Im(8) = Ker[o -+ H,(n; bab)] = Ker[o -+ Gab] = Im(@): (10) 
H,(n; pab) injects into Gab since G -+ E is split by A. So by (9) and (lo), 8 is 
injective. 
Referring again to diagram (7), this says that 
Coker[H,(z; c) + H,(n; PQb)] zKer[d: H,(n; pub) -+ o] =O. 
So N1(z; c8) is onto, and (8) takes the form 
H,(z; M,,)zKer[Q: H,(G; J,/(K+J,J,)) -HO(z; $yb)]. (11) 
Combining this with (5) and (3) gives, finally, the exact sequence 
The descriptions of the maps in (12) follow directly from the construc- 
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lions. That Y is uniquely defined (independently of the choice of G) and 
natural follows by taking pullbacks: for example, if 6, and G, are two cen- 
tral extensions of G satisfying conditions (a) and (b) in Step 2, then their 
pullback over G also satisfies (a) and (b). 
Finally, the description of Y an, follows from the construction of (3) and 
the commutativity of the square: 
I &I I 
K,(An)/( - 1,7L) --L K, d, I,&) 
A description of the map Y,: K1(Aii, IAa) + W,(n; MAn) in Theorem 2.5 
can be extracted from the proof of the theorem, but is technically quite dif- 
ficult to write down. The composite 
is, on the other hand, much more natural, and is basically a relative version 
of the modified logarithm map rAir. More precisely: 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let 1 -+ p -+ ii +’ R + 1 be any extension of p-groups, 
let G s n” x 5 and CLI E. A5 x Ait be the pullbacks over TC and An, and let rl and 
rz be the projections of ‘$l onto AZ. Let y: AG -+ % be the projection, and 
define 
rAa: K,W, 1rta) -+ H,(f; I,,) 
to be the composite 
K,(AE, I,,) “’ + Ker[r,,: K,(2II) -+ K,(AE)] 
++ Ker[r,y: K,(AG) --) K1(AE)] 
3 Ker[r,y:I(AGJ-tI(Ait)]rM,(G;I,,,) 
-!L H,(it; I,& 
Then F,, is well defined, and Taa = (I/X) !Py2 in the notation of Theorem 
2.5. 
ProoJ That (r/z) ul, equals the above composite follows from the con- 
struction of Y‘* in the proof of Theorem 2.5. That r,, is well defined thus 
follows automatically (but can also be shown directly, using Theorem 
1.1). 
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3 
We still let A be a fixed unramified p-ring, with CJJ E Gal(A/&) and 
Tr = Tr,,z, as in Section 2. Theorem 2.5 will now be applied to calculate 
K~(&c)zQmKer[K,(A~, ZAM) + K,(Aii)], 
where rc is a p-group and the limit is taken over all extensions 
l+p-+ii-%7c--tl 
of n by p-groups. For any such extension (not necessarily of p-groups), we 
set 
ZAa = Ker[Ait’ --f Arr] and MA, = Ker[o,,: ZZ,,(p; ZA,,) -+ 2, @pub] 
(where o,,(;l(h- l)g)=Tr(A)@h for AcA, hEp, and gEit). Let 
IAa. . MAa -+ Khs ZAa) and 7cAol: H,(n; MAa) --f Z(AZ) 
be the maps induced by the inclusions. The main problem now is to study 
Ker(rc,,), and its limit over all such (E, a). 
For simplicity, the subscripts in rcAa, mAa, etc., will be dropped whenever 
possible. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any extension 1 -+ p --) 5 _ta z + 1 of groups there is an 
exact sequence 
H,(ii; I,,) -%H1(~; f, 0 p”“) -+ Ker[rc: H,,(z; MAa) -+ I(&?)] 
-% Ker[H,(z; ZA,,) + Z(AE)] 
O--r &@Ker[p/[it, p] + &‘I, 
where J2 = Q,, is induced by o = mAa. 
ProoJ This follows directly from the homology sequence of the short 
exact sequence of z-modules 
0 -+ MA, -J-+ H,(p; ZAa) * 2, @ p”b -+ 0. 
Note that H,(it; ZAa)+H,(z; H,(p;Z,,)) is onto (look at the spectral 
sequence). 1 
The next lemma is standard, but will be needed frequently for handling 
homology with coefficients in parmutation modules. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a group, and S a set upon which 6 acts. Let A(S) 
denote the free A-module with basis S, regarded as an AG-module. Let X5 S 
be a set of G-orbit representatives, and define, for all x E X, 
Then, ,for all n, 
G,= {gEG: g(x)=x) 
HAG; A(S))g c ff,(G,; A). 
xex 
In particular, N,(G; A(S)) is generated by elements of the form g @ x for 
XES andgEG,. 
Proof. Just note that 
A(S)% c HndG,,(A), 
YEX 
so the result follows by Shapiro’s lemma (see, e.g., [ 16, p. 1311). 
Now let n be a p-group again. For any unramified p-ring A, we define a 
group @(An) as in the Introduction: 
Oli(A71)=Hl(~;A71)/(gO~g”:g~71,/Z~A, ngZ), 
where 71 acts on An via conjugation. By Lemma 3.2, 
WA+$ Kc~gi)l~,ki))ahC3 4gA 
where g, runs over a set of conjugacy class representatives for TT and 
S,(g)=(acn:acyclic,g~o)=(h:g=h”,ssmen). 
We write Q(n) = %(Bpn) for short. Note that %(An)zA Ouzd(x) in general. 
PROPQSITION 3.3. Let 1 -+ p -+ it -+’ n+ 1 be any extension ofp-groups 
such that a(o) is cyclic for any abeiian o&z. Define 
8,: %(An) + H,(E; I,,) 
by setting, for any /1 E A, commuting g, h E TC, and jj E a- ‘g, h”~ cc-‘h, 
Go(h @ ig) = A(h”gh”-l -g) E I,, = Ker[Afi --) An]. 
Then 8, is well defined, and induces ay1 isom~rphism 
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ProoJ: Let g denote the composite 
e: H,(E; An) --t) H1(7c; A(z)) -++ qA7.c). 
Consider the diagram 
H,(E; AE) “1, H,(it; An) --% H()(ft; I,,) -L H,(ii; Ait)=,I(AE) 
\ 
lP 
B / Qo 
%(A;) 
where the row is induced by the short exact sequence 
of E-modules. We defined 19~ by the relation 0,(8(x)) = a(x). To see that 
this is well defined and induces an isomorphism @(A7~)~Ker(i,), it will 
suffice to show that Ker(@ = Im(a,). 
By Lemma 3.2, 
Im(a,)=(h@ia(g)EHi(E;An):AEA, h,g~E, hg=gh). 
On the other hand 
Ker(&=(h@~gZgHH,(?T;An):,?&A, h~jt, gErr, and ads,). 
So we must show that the subgroups 
H,= (hi? gEaZ,(h))~E and a-‘S,(g)sE 
are equal for all g E x. 
Clearly, a-‘gg H,, and so p s (a-‘g) s H,. It thus suffices to show that 
a( H,) = S,(g). But 
a(H,)=(h~z:&=.$for some ~“EcI-‘/z, geE-‘g) 
= (h E 71: g, h generate a cyclic subgroup) 
= (h E n: h” = g, some n) = S,(g). 1 
In order to compute limits, we will need to know the existence of certain 
“sufficiently large” extensions of a given group; in particular, the existence 
of extensions meeting the hypotheses of Proposition 3.3. This is done in the 
following lemma: 
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LEMMA 3.4. For any p-group rc, there is an extension 
of p-groups having the properties 
(i) For any abelian 055, a(a) is cyclic. 
(ii) For all n > 2, the boundary rnap 
a,,: H,(Tc) -+ f&(7?; pub) 
(in the spectral sequence for (1)) is injective (note that d, = 6’). 
In fact, if rc = F,JR where F is free, then E can be chosen of the form F/S 
for some SS R. 
Proof Write n= F/R where F is free and finitely generated. Let q = ;zl, 
and set 
S= <CR RI, RY) and 7i = F/S. 
Then RISr Rub Q Z/q, so 71 is a p-group. Let a: 17 -+ z be the projection. 
(i) We claim that a(o) is cyclic for any abelian O-SE. To see this, 
choose g, h E F, set F,, = (R, g, h), and assume that F,/Rs z is not cyclic. 
We must show that [g, h] $ S. 
Since FJR is a non-cyclic p-group, we may choose &a FO such that 
ROz R, F,/R,r Z/p x Z/p, and F,/R, is generated by g and h. Then g A h 
is non-zero in H,(F,/R,)rZ/p, and the composite 
H,(F,/R,) --% R” 
RCI 
[F,, R,] -+ [FO, R,] @ “’ 
is injective by Proposition 2.l(ii). Since S(g A h) = [g, h] (by definition of 
g A h), this implies that 
(ii) Recall that exp(H,(n)) divides \z( = q (see reposition X11.2.5 in 
[ 31). Hence 
6”: H,(n) --+ HO(z; (R/S)“b) E (R/CR, F]) 0 Z/q 
is injective by Proposition 2.1 (ii). For n 2 3, 
a: H,(X) -i H,p2(x; Rub) 
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is an isomorphism since H,(F)? H,(R) = 0 for iz2. But 
exp Hn-dn; RubI I q 
(see [3] again), so H,-2(x; Rub) injects into H,- ,(n; Rub Q Z/q), and we 
are done. 1 
Lemma 3.4 can now be applied to describe some of the limits which arise 
in computing Kz(Az). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let 1 -+ R--f F --+’ n --f 1 be an extension, where it is a 
p-group and F is free. Let Y be the set of all subgroups Sa F such that 
Ss R and F/S is a p-group. For SE 9, write Es = F/S, ps = R/S, and let 
c~s: is, + 7t be the projection. Then 
(i) lim SK,(AE,)E iim SK,(Ap,)=O, 
SEY SE9 
(ii) I& H,(~c;~;~)zH~(‘/I; Rab)zHj(x), and 
(iii) lim Ker[KAas: 
SGG 
ffo(~ MAas) -+ W~s)l 
zKer[lc,,: H,(z; MAa) -+ I(AF)]. 
Proof: (i) Fix some SET, set q= lssl, and define 
S’= ([F, S-J, 9) and s=([R,S],S9). 
Then S’, s” E 9, since 
S/s’s S/[F, S] 0 Z/q and S/S’rS/[R, S] @Z/q 
are p-groups. The boundary maps for the central extensions 
1 -+S/sI+7=is+jts+1 and 1 -+s/s”+p~+ps+ 1 
are injective by Proposition 2.l(ii), so SK,(Ai2:~)%SK1(Ap~,)=0 by 
Proposition 2.l(iv), and the l&its vanish. 
(ii) Since H,(F)zH,(R) = 0 for n > 2, the boundary map 
8: H,(z) -+ H1(x; Rub) 
in the spectral sequence is an isomorphism. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.4, 
6: H,(n) --f H,Jx; p$) and d: H3(z) -+ H,(n; pgb) 
are injective for suff%ziently small SE 9. For such S, the spectral sequence 
for ps-aEs induces a surjection 
H2(jts) -++ Coker[& H3(x) --) H1(z; pgb), 
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and hence a surjection (all groups involved being finite) 
o= glJ H2(fiS) -++ Coker[i&: H3(rr) -+ 
SE Y 
So k(d) is an isomorphism. 
(iii) Fix some S, E Y such that cxsO: 5, + rc fulfills the hypotheses of 
Lemma 3.4. Then, for any Ss S, in 9, 
Ker[H,(E,; IAas) -+ 1(.477,)] rKer[H,,(F; I,,) --, I(AF)]zz@(A~) 
by Proposition 3.3. Lemma 3.1 thus applies to give the following diagram 
with exact rows: 
Together with (ii), this implies that 
f’: Ker(rc,,) -+ lb Ker(K,,,) 
SE.9 
is surjective. Furthermore, the diagram allows us to identify Ker( fi) wit 
subquotient of Coker( fs), so f’ is an isomorphism if we can show that for 
every S‘s S, in Y, there is S’s S in 9’ such that the map Coker(f,.) --+ 
Coker(fs) is zero. 
Fix S, and choose S’ 5 S such that any abelian o 5 Es has cyclic image in 
5,. In particular, the induced map 42(E,,) -+ %(Z8) is zero. The extensions 
0 -+ I, -+ IAu --f rAas. + 0 and 0 --+ I* -+ I,, -+ iAas -+ 0 
(where I, = Ker[AF-+ Ae,,], I, = Ker[AF-+ A??,]) induce inclusions 
Coker(fs)%Ker[H,(E;; I,) + H,(F; IAn)] &Ker[N,(F; I,) --f I(&‘)] 
(applying Proposition 3.3), and similarly for Coker(f,). So Coker(fs,) 
maps trivially to Coker(fs). 1 
These results can now be combined to describe AIt and W@(AE). 
Unfortunately, there does not seem to be any single formula or exact 
sequence providing a “best” description of these groups. So instead we give 
several descriptions. 
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For a p-group 7c and an unramified p-ring A, define 
v = vAn: %(An) -+ H*(x) and v”= CAr: @(AZ) + A @Hz(x) 
by setting, for commuting g, h E z and 1 E A, 
v(h @ /zg) = Tr(A) . (h A g), v”(h@Ag)=l@(h Ag) 
(see Proposition 2.l(iii)). Set 
%JAz) = Ker[v: @(ATT) + H*(E)], %~(7c) = ~@,7c). 
If TL= F/R and CC F-t z is the projection, then 
IAa = Ker[AF+ AZ] and M,, = Ker[o: H,(R; I,,) -+ f,@ Rab] 
as before. Let 
19: @(AZ) --% Ker[H,,(F; I,,) + I(AF)] 
again denote the isomorphism of Proposition 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.6. For any p-group n, there are exact sequences 
(1-9p)@1 + A@H,(n), --J (1) 
Hj(n) ---!@h Whf-(An) rz” P “i&,(Az) + 0, (2) 
0 -+ H,(n) -+ K,*(An) -+ Wh,*(An) --f 0. (3) 
When A = t,, sequence (3) is split by CO,. 
More precisely, if z = F/R and F is free and finitely generated, and 
a: F -+ n denotes the projection, there is an exact sequence 
0 -+ K$(ATc) cw2’r3 ) (A @Hz(z)) @ Ker[lc: H,(lt; MAa) -+ I(AF)] 
(l--rp)@l--c; AOH,( (4) 
where i: is the composite 
Ker(K) 1/z > Ker[H,(F; I,,) +I(AF)] G %(An) - 
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and 6-l o l/n o pc = Z$+. Also, p$ reduces to an isomorphism 
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Why 3 Ker[K: H,(n; MAcr) + Z(AF)]. 
Furthermore, in (1) and (2), 
Ker(y,,) = Im[B: H,(F; I,) -+ H,(n; R”*)zN,(n)], (61 
where I, = Ker[ZF --f Zn] and G is induced by the map o = ozz: I, -+ R”“. 
n particular, Ker(q,,) is independent of A. 
ProoJ: Let Y, and ps, fi,, ~1~ for SE Y, be as in Proposition 3.5. The 
maps a,: it, -+ n are clearly cofinal among all surjections of p-groups onto 
TC. It follows that 
K~(ATc)Fs lim Coker[K,(AE?,) -+ K,(Az)] 
SEY 
r lim Ker[K,(AgS, ZS) -+ KI(AEs)] 
S6.Y 
us = Lb,) 
z lim Ker 
SZG 
where the last step holds by Proposition 3.5(i). 
Hence, by Theorem 2.5 applied to the pairs psu iiS and n”,-3 T?~, there is 
an exact sequence 
-+ A @ l+im Ker[p,/[p,, es] -+ 72$‘]. 
St9 
But bKer(lc,,,) = Ker(K-,,) by Proposition 3.5, and 
limKer[p,/[p,, ilS] + T?;~] zl&Coker[H,(il,) + - 
Substituting these into (7) gives sequence (4), where 
5 = (PA’ (o*l)/n: Ker[lc: N,(n; MAX) -+ I(AF)] -+ A 0 Hz(~). 
To see that this equals the composite claimed in the Theorem, we check 
that the sequence 
481i94.‘2-13 
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commutes. But for any A E A, commuting g, h E 7t, and 2 E a- lg, KE a- ‘h, 
Now consider the exact sequence of Lemma 3.1: 
H,(F; IA,,) -% H,(Tc; Rub) -+ Ker(rc,,) rln ) KerCHdE;; IrAN) + 4AF)I 
By the commutativity of (X), the composite 
%(An) --% Ker[H,(F; IAN) --f I(AI;)] B Hz(n) 
is equal to v (recall that o = Tr 0 CO*). Furthermore, the image of H,(Tc; Rub) 
in Ker(lc,,) is contained in Ker(<), and hence in Im(rT) in (4) above. So 
putting this into (4), we get a new exact sequence 
H,(Tc; Rub) -=G 
(+-;) 
K,*(An) - (AOH,(n) 
where fi = 6-i(@) TT, and Ker(y,,) = Im(Q). Sequence (1) now follows 
upon identifying H3(n) with H1(z; Rub) and noting that (1 - cp) Ac, 
Ker(Tr) (so that replacing eO(Arc) by @(An) does not change exactness). 
By definition (and the fact that K,(A) is generated by symbols [ 13]), 
V&(An) = Coker[&: H,(n) -+ K,(Az)/{A*, A* x nab}]. 
Hence Wh~(An)rK,*(A~)/Im(i,): the symbols (A*, A* x nab} clearly 
vanish in Kz(Az). By Theorem 2.5 (and the construction of sequence (4)), 
the composite 
is inclusion into the first factor. So (3) is exact (H,(n) injects into K,*(An)), 
(2) now follows easily from (l), and (5) from (4). 
We have seen that Ker(q,,) = Im(Q,,) where Q,, by definition is the 
composite 
* H,(n; Rab)zH3(n). 
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Since the trace map is onto and HJ7-c) is a p-group, this implies that 
fm(a,,) = Im(QJ, and in particular, Im(Q,,) is independent of A. 
For future reference, we now give explicit descriptions of the maps o2 
and r,* occurring in Theorem 3.6. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. The maps 
uJ2(A71): K:(An) -+ A 0 H*(7c) and f,*(An): Jq(An) 4 @(ATE) 
are described as follows: 
(i) Let 1 + p -+ it +’ n+ 1 be any extension of p-groups such that 6” 
is injective. Then o,(An) is the composite 
Kz(hc) -% Ker[K,(AZ, IAa) --z K,(A5)] 
~AOKer[p/[E,p]-+@] +$-AOH,( - 
(ii) Let 1 --f p --t 2 -+’ 7~ --, 1 be any extension of p-groups such that 
N(C) is cyclic ,for any abelian (T zz 7~. Then rz(An) is the composite 
K2(A~) a Ker[K,(Afi, I,,) -+ K1(A71)] 
--!k+ Ker[H,(E, IAa) -+ I(AE)] +$- *(AZ), 
where TAR is the map defined in Proposition 2.6. 
Proof. These follow directly from Theorem 2.5, Proposition 2.6, and the 
construction of sequence (1) in Theorem 3.6. i 
Finally, as a more concrete example, we show: 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let 7~ be a p-group and A an unramified p-ring. Then, 
for any gEn and UE 1 +I(A[Z,(g)]), 
Proof. Let 2 = Z,(g), Fix an extension 1 -+ p -+ E -+” z+ 1 of p-groups 
such that a(o) is cyclic for all abelian o 5 E. Lift g to 2 E E and u to 
GE 1 + Z(A[Cl2-j). 
Then a( { g, U} ) = [ 2, S] E K,(Ae, IAm). 
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Let GE iE: x 7i: be the pullback over TL, and define maps 
A:AE-+AG and A,: A[a-‘21 --) AG 
by setting d(h) = (h, II), A,(h) = (g&-r, h”). Then [g, ii] lifts to 
A,(C) A(C)-’ E Ker[r,: K1(AG) t K,(Ai2)] 
in the notation of Proposition 2.6, and so 
f,,( [g, 6-J) = rl(Ag(r(ii)) - A(T(E))) = gT(u”) 2-l - T(ii) E I&(%; I,,). 
Hence fz({g, u>) = g@f(‘(u) by Proposition 3.7 (and the definition of 8 in 
Proposition 3.3). 1 
4 
The “mysterious” part of Whf(A7~), under the description given in 
Theorem 3.6, is the group 
Id3A,: H3(z) + Whz(Az~)] = Ker[Z,*: Wh:(An) -++ %JAz)]. 
This will now be studied; the main results of this section are that q,, = 0 
for abelian 72, but that qArr is not zero in general. Recall (Theorem 3.6) that 
Ker(y,,) = Im[SZ,: H,(F; Z,) -+ H1(rc; Fb)zH3(n)] 
when n = F/R, a: F -+ z is the projection, and F is free. 
We start with a closer look at H,(F; I,). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 7c = F/R be a p-group, where F is free and u: F--t z 
denotes the projection. Set 
Then 
Z, = Ker[a: ZF-+ Zn]. 
H,(F; Z,)zKer[H,(e .;2F) --f H,(F; &)I, 
and is generated by elements of the form C% 1 aiQ b,e H,(F; ZF) where 
ai, b, E 10, and 
(i) a(b,) = g for some fixed g E z and all i, 
(ii) (a,, bi) E F is cyclic for all i, and 
(iii) ala2 . ..ak= 1 in (a-‘ZX(g))“b. 
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ProoJ Let g, ,..., g, be conjugacy class representatives for rr. 
3.2, 
H,(F; Z7c)rC N,(R-‘Z,(gJ) =o 
(CX - ‘Z,( gi) E F is free for all i), and so 
H,(F; I,)gKer[E,: H,(C ZF) + W,(c Zn)] 
by the homology exact sequence. 
Applying Lemma 3.2 again, Ker(a,) splits as a sum 
i Ker[H,(cc-‘Z,(g,); Z(a-‘gi)) --f N,(%-‘Z,(gi); ;2)]. 
j= I 
Furthermore, also by Lemma 3.2, H,(olP’Z,(g,); z(a- ‘gj)) is generated by 
elements a% b such that a(b) = gj and [a, b] = 1. In particular, (a, b) is 
an abelian subgroup of F, and hence cyclic. So Ker(oc,) is generated by 
elements cf= 1 ai@ b;, such that cc(bJ = gj for all i and some fixed j, such 
that (ai, hi) is cyclic for all i, and such that 
a* f$, aiQbf)=$, aiQgj=( a,)Or,= 1 (1) 
in H,(E-lZ,(g,); Z(g,)). But (1) holds if and only if 
a,...a,= 1 in (C’Z,(gi))“b. 
In order to make explicit homology calculations, we will use the bar con- 
struction as defined, for example, in Section VI.13 of [S], but reflected so 
as to get a resolution of free right modules. In other words, for a group G 
and left i2G-module M, we let BL(G; M) be the sum of terms 
Is1 k?,/ ... IgnlQ Jvf 
for all (gl,~.., g,)E(G-l)n. As usual, we set Cg,/.../g,]OM=Oifg,=I 
for some i. The boundary maps in lower dimensions are given by 
a([glhlOx)=[glOhx-IIghlOx+rh)Ox 
and 
%CglQx)=gx-x 
for g, h E G and x E M. In particular, there is the relation 
[gh]Qx- [h]Ox+ [g]Qhx (mod boundaries) 
in B;(G; M). As before, [g] @x will be written g @ x for short. 
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The main result of this section can now be shown: 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf TL is an abelian p-group, then qAn = 0 for any A. Hence 
Wh,*(Az)r%,JAz) and K~(~p~)~@&c)@H2(7t) 
in this case. 
Proof: Write z = ;2/p”’ x . . . x Z/p”‘, where n1 3 n2 2 . . . > nt, and let 
gl,..., g, be the corresponding generators. By the Kiinneth formula, 
i= 1 i<j<k 
0 c ToWzf’: UP”~) 
icj 
3coA*(7T)@n3(7c) 
(where the isomorphisms are, of course, non-canonical). 
Let F be the free group on generators a,,..., a,, let a: F-+ rc be the map 
defined by a(a,) = gj, and set R = Ker(cc). Let 
52: H,(F; Z,) -+ H,(n; Rub)rH,(z) 
be the homomorphism of Theorem 3.6; we must show that D is onto. To 
do this, subgroups L,, L,, L, G H,(F; Z,) are defined as follows: 
L,=(xj=ai@(ay-l):l<i<tt,q=p”‘=lgil), 
Lz=(yv=Uiaj@((UiUj)Y-l):l<i<j<t,q=p”’=Ig,gjI), 
and 
L3=(Zijk=[aj,aj]akO[ai,aj]a,-akOa,:ldi<j<kdt). 
In defining L3 we are of course identifying 
H,(F; Z,)rKer[a,: H,(F; ZF) --) H,(F; ZTL)]. 
Now let /I: Rab --f R/[F, R] be the projection, and 
/I,: H,(n; Rab) --, H,(-n; R/[F, R])z’n@R/[F, R] 
the induced map. Then for all i and j, 
B, Q(q) = gj 0 a; (4 = p”‘) 
and 
P,Q(Y,j) = gigj 0 (vi)” (4 = p”f). 
Furthermore: using relation (*) above, we get (for 1 < i < j < k 6 1) 
Zijk=Cai, aj] QkO(Ca,, uj] - 1) akt [ai, aj]Oak 
= [ai, ai] uk @ ( [ui, uj] - 1) ak 
+ ui@ (u,u~~*u~~‘a,u,a,u,~’ -a;“aJ:‘a,aja,) 
+ uj@ (a,:luJ:‘akujai - aI-‘akuj) E H1(P;; I,), 
and hence 
f18ti(zuk)= gk@ [ai, uj] f gj@ [a,, a,“~l’l~kujaj] +gj@ [aL”, u,“ukul] 
=gk~[ai,Uj]+gi~[~j~Uk]~gi~~ak,ail~~~~l~~ 
Since R/(R n [F, F]) c Fab is free abelian, R/IF, R] splits as a sum 
W-F, Rlr CR, Fl 
Rn[F,f;10 R 
RnCF,Fl 
ZH~(TLf@ 
Rn [F, F]‘ 
Comparison of the elements /?,D(x,), p*sZ(~~), and p*G?(z,) shows that 
~*~(L,+L*+L3)~~~OZ(71)0n3(71)~H,(n), 
and hence that Q is onto . 1 
We have been unable to get any feel for how “complicated” a group TT 
must be in order that qAn # 0. So the examples constructed in the following 
proposition are probably far from minimal. 
PRQPOSITION 4.3. For any prime p there is a p-group rc such that ran # 0, 
i.e., such that ( Wh,*(An)l > [C&,(Az)j, for dl A. 
Proof. Fix a prime p, and set q = p if p is odd, q = 4 if p = 2. Let F be 
the free group on three generators a, b, c, and define subgroups 
R = ( [F, F-J, uy, bq, c”) 
and 
S= (CC RI, a -“[b, c], bpY[c, a], cCY[a, 6-j). 
Set 71 = FIRE (Z/q)3 and 5 = FJS; there is a central extension 
where RJS% (ZJq)3. We will show that qAli # 0. 
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To do this, we define another subgroup 
T= <iIF, RI, aq, b4, cq, La, blP1 [Ia, clp, Lb, clp>, 
set G = F/T, and consider the central extension 
Note in particular: 
(i) any cyclic subgroup of TC lifts to G: for example, 
(ab)q=a*b’J[a, b]q(q-‘)/‘= 1 in G (P I 8&- 1)); 
(ii) if p = 2, then any subgroup of 7t (z (J?/4)3) isomorphic to 2/4 x 
7/2x Z/2 lifts to G: any liftings of elements of orders two and four in 71 
commute in G. 
We now claim that 
P,(Kerhd) E Imb,: JUG) --f JMdl. 
Let CC F-t rt and a”: F-+ 5 be the projections, and identify 
(1) 
H,(_F I,)rKer[H,(F; ZF) + H,(F; Zit)] 
as in Lemma 4.1. Fix g E 71 and CF= i aiQ biE H,(F; Ii), where ai, b,G F, 
cl(b,)=g, and (aj, b,)EF is cyclic for all i, and a,...a,=l in (E-~.Z)“~ 
(2 = .Z,( g)). Then 
and so 
P*Q, (CaiQbi) EImCHdfiZ) + Hd~)l. 
If g $ R/S, then /3(Z) = fi(Z,(g)) is either cyclic or isomorphic to z/4 x 
(2/2)2, and hence lifts to G by (i) or (ii) above. So in this case, 
P*Qc (CaiQbi) E WH3W -+ H&)1. 
Now assume g E R/S. Then bi E R for all i, so 
Ca,Obj=CaiO(bi-1)EH1(F;I,)rKer[H,(F;ZF);)HH,(~’;~)], 
where now ( bi - 1) E I, for all i. Then 
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p*sz, CUi@bj =a, Cai@(bi-l) =Ca,Ob;EN,(n;R”b)rH~(n). 
o( 1 
Since (a,, b,) c F is cyclic for each 
element, and in fact lies in the image 
(i), each vi lifts to G, and so again 
i, each term ai@ bi is a homology 
of H,(a,) for some cyclic oi c 7~. 
Hence ( 1) follows upon combining these two cases: 
P,UWr,d) = P,Q,(H,V’; Za)) E Id&: H3(G) --) H3(n)I. 
Finally, consider the element 
x=lx&‘@ Lb-‘, hcb-‘](bab-‘)“+cbc-‘O [cc’, cat-‘](cbc-“y 
+ MU-’ @ [a-‘, aba-‘](aca-‘)Y~ H1(E; Sub)zH3(it). (2) 
That x actually is a cycle follows from the IIall commutator identity 
h[U, [b-‘, c]] “Lb, [cc’, a]] ‘yc, [a-‘, b]] = 1 in F. 
We claim that /?.+(x)$Im(y,), and hence by (1) that x6 
H,(G)gH,(G; Tab) and H~(7c)~Hl(7c; P); 
then 
Im[y,: H,(G; Tub) --+ H,(z; Rub)] E Kerr& H1(x; I@‘) -+ n@ R/T). 
Upon simplifying (2), we get 
tq?*x)= -aO[b,c]-bO[c,a]-cO[a,b]f~OW/T 
(recall that aq, by, FE 7’). But ([b, c], [c, al3 [a, bj 1 is a basis for 
R/T2 (UP)‘, so W,x) fO and P,(x) 4 Wy,). 
To finish the section, we show: 
PROPOSITION 4.4. For any prime p, unram$ed p-riog A, and p-group nII, 
K$(Az) = 0 if and only if 7~ is cyclic or quaternionic. 
ProoJ: Assume first that 71 is not cyclic or quaternionic. Fix any 
h E Z(n) of order p. Using Theorem 5.4.1? in 15 1, choose any a # (6) in E 
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also of order p. Choose g E rc such that gp” = a for some k, but such that g is 
not a p-power in 7~. Then 
S,(g)= (aEn ( G cyclic, gEo)= (g). 
So b E Z,(g) - S,(g), (Z,(g)/S,(g)Yb # 1, and so S(n) # 1. But 
%0(An) = Ker[Tr @ v: A @ @(rc) -+ Hz(~)], 
and so by Theorem 3.6 
If rr is cyclic, then Kf(Arc) = 0 by Theorem 3.6 and 4.2 (or just from the 
fact that K,(An) is generated by symbols). If rc is quaternionic, then 
Hz(n) = 0 (see Section XII.7 of [3]), and one easily checks that %(z) = 0. 
So by Theorem 3.6, it remains only to check that qAn = 0 in this case. 
Set 2”= (~1 (n> 3), and write rc= F/R where F= (a, b) and R is the 
normal subgroup generated by 
b2”-’ , a2”-2b-2, bab-‘a). 
Let a: I;+ rr be the projection. Consider the element 
x=a@a2”-2+b@b2-ub@(ab)2~Ker[H1(F;ZF)-+H,(F;Zn)] 
rH,(F; I,) 
(see Lemma 4.1). Modulo boundaries, 
x=a@a2”-2+b@b2-b@((ab)2-a@b(ab)2b-1 
= a @ (a2”-2 - (ba)*) + b 0 (b* - (ab)‘) 
(see relation (*) above), and so 
9(~)=a@a*“-*(ba)-~+b@b*(ab)-*~H~(~~; RQb)rH,(z). 
Now let 
B*:HAMab)+H1 niRnFF F1)=n”b@Rn;F Fl 3 1 
2 (Z/2)2@ (a2, b2) 
be the projection. Then 
~*O(x)=a@a 2”-2-2b-2+b@a-2 
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is not a multiple of two in nab @ RJ(R n [F, Fj). So &2(x) must generate 
W3(71)zz/2” [3, Sect. X11.71, L2 is onto, and hence qAn = 0 by Theore 
3.6(5). 
5 
These results will now be applied to get lower bounds on the size of 
K,(Zn) and Wh2(n) for p-groups 7-c. The main problem is to get an 
appropriate localization sequence for relating K,(Zn) to K2*(zprc)~ 
THEOREM 5.1. Let cLIs23 be z-orders in a semisimple Q-algebra A. 
Then, for any prime p, there is an exact sequence 
0 -+ limCoker[K:,(‘U) + K2(21/pW)] --$ &nCokerjKK,( 
n n 
--j CW),,, -+ ww,,, --) 0. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.2 in [I I], except for showing 
that the map 
cp: limCoker[K,(‘U) + K2(%/pW)] + &Coker[K,(%) --+ K,(23,lp” 
n n 
is injective. 
Step 1. We first show that the map 
qDo: l@+K,(2l, I) -tl@~K,@, Z) 
! 
is injective, where the limits are taken over all ideals of finite index. It suf- 
fices to show for any %-ideal Is Cu of finite index that there exists Z’ 5 Z 
such that the map 
Ker[K,(‘U, I’) + K,(%, Z’)] + Ker[K,(%, I) -+ K,(B3, Z)] 
is zero. By stability results [2, Corollary 1.4.51, this means finding 6’ such 
that (in G&(B)) 
Recall that Ker[K,(‘LZ, I) + K,(%)] is finite (see Corollary X.3.6 in [Z]). 
Clearly GL,(2l, I) has finite index in GL,(%), and it follows that E3( 
has tinite index in E3(%). So there is a normal subgroup GQ E3(B) of finite 
index and contained in E,(%, I). Choose I’ small enough so that e; E G for 
all r E I’ and 1 < i, j < 3 (e.g., take Z’se23 where e = exp(E,(%)/G)). Since 
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E,(%, Z’) is the smallest normal subgroup of E,(B) containing all such e;, 
we have the required relation: 
E,(233,Z’)~G~E3(21, Z). 
Step 2. The exact sequence for an ideal induces an injection 
~Coker[K,(‘%) -+ K#l/Z)] +limK,(%, I) 
I I 
(where limits are still taken over all ideals of finite index), and similarly for 
93. Hence, by Step 1, the map 
cpl: ljmCoker[K,(‘?I) -+ K,(%/Z)] -+!&rCoker[K,(23) -+ Z&@/Z)] 
I I 
is injective. 
Recall that for any finite ring R, K,(R) is finite with torsion only for 
primes dividing IRI (see, e.g., Theorem 2.4 in [ll]). In particular, for any 
Zs9I of finite index, 
Coker[K,(%) -+ K,(‘%/Z)] rCoker[K,(M) -+ K,((%/Z),,,)] 
0 ~oW&PW --f &WWWP~)~ 
(and similarly for 23). So ‘pi splits as a corresponding sum of injections. But 
limCoker[K,(‘?l) + K2((%?I/Z)(P))] rlimCoker[K,(YI) -+ K2(‘S/p”cU)], 
I n 
and so the map q above is injective. 1 
Based on the notation in [l], we now set 
C(C, A) = @&oker[K,(!IX) --f KJ!IX/Z)] 
rfl l&Coker[K,(!lX) --f K,(!lJl/p”W)] 
P n 
for any semisimple Q-algebra A and maximal Z-order ~GA. By Theorem 
5.2 in [l], C(X, A) is finite for any A. Using this, we now get 
THEOREM 5.2. Let z be a p-group, and R the ring of integers in some 
finite extension K of Q where p is unramified. Set 
C*(E, Kn) = C(Z:, K7c)(p)/( {a, u} E C(E, I&) [ a E (I$)*, u E (RP7c)* )? 
and let r = rk,(R). Then 
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and 
Fwn)l~ ISK,(~nY 
’ wh2(n:)(p)’ 2 ‘H,(n)’ . /C”(Lz, ch) 
Proof. Let ‘%X~Rz be a maximal order in K-n; U!(m) = 0 by [7]. 
Applying Theorem 5.1 to the pair Rx &%I, we get 
Furthermore. 
hCoker[K2(Rz) --f K,(R/p”[7c])] rCoker[K,(R7c) -+ P;P(&n)j 
n 
if K2(Rz) is finite, and so in any case 
lK2CR~)c,,l 1 Ililt20P(~p~)//llimCoker[K,(R~) --) K2(R/Ap”[nl)lj. (2) n 
By Proposition 0.1, I(t20P(RP7t) maps onto K,X(R,n), and symbols of the 
form {a, u} for aE (g,)* and UE (ff,n)* clearly lie in the kernel. It follows 
that 
jK:OP(R,,71)l 2 IK2*(Rp7c)l /((a, 2.d) E C(Z, Kx)(,f a E (l$), II E (R’,x)* )I. (3) 
Write ff, = C A i, a sum of unramified p-rings. For each i, 
&(Ajn) = Ker[v: %!(Aiz) + H,(n)], 
where 
Im(v) = (g A h: g, h E rc, gh = hg) = Hf’(n) 
(see Section 3 in [lo]). Hence by Theorem 3.6, 
lG(Ain)lZ I@o(Ai~)l. lff~(~TC)l= IAiOW~N. lff,(n)lll 
= lAj@4!!(~)! I jSK,(Ajz)j 
(also applying Theorem 3 in [lo]), and so 
IKi;:(R,a)\ 2 ll?,@%(~)l~ ISKl(Rp71)I = iQ(n)l’. ISKl( 
Combining (l), (2), (3), and (4) now gives the formula 
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To obtain the second inequality, we must check that 
If p is odd, this follows directly from (3). If p = 2, then the symbols 
(-1,-l) and {-l,g} are clearly trivial in Kz(f,~), and we must check 
that they also map trivially to C(.Z, U&c). It suffices to check this when rc is 
cyclic. But C(.Z, Q) = 0, and for any nz 2 and any primitive 2”-th root of 
unity [, 
(this follows easily from Theorem 15.7 in [9]). 1 
For abelian p-groups, for example, more explicit lower bounds for 
~K&Zrc)~ can easily be derived from those in Theorem 5.3, generalizing the 
formulas in [4]. 
6 
We now study the groups 
KT(A/p”[z]) = l&r Coker[K,(A/p”[g]) -+ K,(A/p”[z])] 
rZ++X 
when TL is a p-group, A an unramilied p-ring, and n 3 1. A description of 
them will be given analogous to the description of K,*(Ar) in Theorem 3.6. 
This will then be used to show that Kz(IF,n) = K,(IF,rc) when 7~ is an 
abelian p-group (and 4 =pf), thus providing a complete description of 
K,([F,x) in this case. 
The relationship between Kt(A/p”[z]) and K,*(Az) is described by: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. For any p-group I-C and unramified p-ring A, define a 
homomorphism 
by setting $(h @ ng) = (h, exp(p/2(g - 1)) 1 for /? E A and commuting g, h E rc. 
Then for any n >, 1, the sequence 
@(An) ‘“-” - K;(An) -+ K;(A/p”[x]) -+ 0 (1) 
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is exact. Furthermore, in the notation of Theorem 3.6, 
02$(h 0 ag) = pqh A g) = piqh 0 ag) E A @ H2(7c) 
and (letting cp E Gal(A@,) denote the Frobenius ~utornorph~~rn~ 
r,*gl/(h@ag)=h@pag-hOcp(a) gpE?2(A71). 
Proof. Note first that $ is well defined: if g E n, A E A, and n E Z, then 
(g, exp(pA(g”- 1))) = 1 in K;(An) 
(the symbol lifts to arbitrary large p-groups it -++ x)~ Clearly, 
Im(p”- ‘$) c Ker[K:(An) + K:(A/p”[z])]. 
To show inclusion the other way, choose an extension 
of p-groups such that 
K,*(An) = Coker[K,(Ait) -+ K,(An)], 
GWP’T~I) = CokerCK2V/fC~11 -+ fWU~“Cnl)l. 
Let 2I E Ait x AE be the pullback over An, as usual, and let ri: -+Aii 
denote the projections. Then %/@%!I is the pullback of A/p”[E] with itself 
over A/p”[x], and so there are Mayer-Vietoris sequences 
r,. 0 rp 
0-t K2*(A7c) -JL K,(t!q) - K,(Aii) 0 K,(AE) 
IIence, for any 
we have 
a(() E Ker[Ki(M) --f K,(‘%/p”‘U)] = Im[K,(2I, ~“3) -+ M,(B)]. 
Write a(<) = [l + p”x] for some x E 5X Since r2 is split by the diagonal 
map A: A71 ---f Ql, we may assume that x E Ker(r,), and hence rl(x) E Ker(ol). 
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Set 
p”y=log(l +p”.r,(x)) (y E Ker[a: A71 -+ An]). 
Then 1 + p” ’ rl(x) = exp(p”y): this is clear if p” > 2, and holds when p” = 2 
since rl(x) E Ker(a) 5 J(AZ) (and thus xk + 0 as k -+ a). In other words, 
CevWy)l = r14~(t)) E K,(A% Ker(a)). (2) 
Write y = Cktn yk, where yk E A(cr-lk) for k E n. Then yk E Ker(tz) for all 
k, and exp(p*y,) = exp(p”gy, g-‘) in K,(A& Ker(a)) for any g E fi. So after 
conjugating, we may assume that y = 2 yk,, where the k, run through a set 
of conjugacy class representatives for rc. Since [exp(p”y)] = 1 in K,(AE), 
we must have y = 0 in x, and hence each yk; is a sum of terms of the form 
(hgh-l-g) for g, h~z such that [a(g), a(h)] = 1 in n. 
So we can now write 
y=c li(hjg,hz:‘-gg,) &EA, gj, h,Eit, 1). 
Then by (2): 
a(t) = f3 (n (4hih exP(P”~i(dgi) - 111,) 
I 
=P n- l a$ 
(i 
1 a(h,) 0 /I$( gJ 
1 
. 
Since B is one-to-one, this shows that l E Im(p”- ‘$). 
Thus, sequence (1) is exact at K;(k). Exactness at Kf(A/pn[z]) 
follows since &(An) surjects onto K2(A/pn[z]) by Lemma 1.7 in [ll] (or, 
when p” = 2, since the only torsion in Kr(Az, 2A71) is - 1 by Proposition 2 
in [lo]). The descriptions of w2@ and r,*t,// follow immediately from 
Propositions 3.7 and 3.8 (and the definition of r in [lo]). 1 
There are several ways of combining Proposition 6.1 with Theorem 3.6 
to get descriptions of K,*(A/~“[x]); we g ive only one of them here. Note in 
particular that H*(z) still injects into Kf(A/pn[z]). 
PROPOSITION 6.2. For any p-group TC, any unramiJied p-ring A, and any 
n > 1, there is a short exact sequence 
0 d H,(Tc) -+ G(A/P”C~:I) 
IWi) 
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Here P,* is the reduction of rt, and fi denotes the composite 
fj: H,(n) ‘IAn K;(An) 4 K:(A/pn[7c]). 
Proof. Let li/:%(An) --+ Kz(An) be the map defined above. 
Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 3.6, (02, I-,*) induces an injection 
Then (using Theorem 3.6(l) again) 
=Ker[(l -q)Ol: AC3H2(n)+AC3ff2(~)l= H,(n) 
wWWTW whWW?tW’ 
Furthermore (see Theorem 3.6(2)) 
So we will be done upon showing that Ker(TT$) c Ker(w,$). 
Define 
CD: @(An) -+ %(ATT) 
by setting @(h 0 /zg) = h @ q(k) gp. Then 
l--,*$(x) = px - CD(x) 
for any x E @(ATT). Fix 
x = i xiE Ker(r,*q), 
i=l 
where for each i, xi is the sum of terms h @ Lg with (gj = pi (note that 
h @ .A1 = 0 in %(An)). Then 
O=T,*l)(x)= 2 (p-x,-@(xJ) 
i= 1 
k-l 
=px,+ c (PX,-@(X,+1~h 
i=l 
4X1/94/2-14 
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so that px, = 0 and pxi = @(xi+ ,) for all i < k. Hence, for all i, 
v”(px,)= q@(xi+l))= (u,O l)(qPXi+l))EA Off*(~), 
and by induction 
v”(px,)= (cp’@ l)(v”(pxk))=o. 
Thus, oz$(x) = p?(x) = 0, and we are done. m 
Note that the short exact sequence of Proposition 6.2 is not split by w2 
when A = t,, since w2 $ # 0 in general. 
For the rest of this section, we restrict attention to abelian p-groups. We 
will show that K,(IF,n) =Kz(lFq~) for abelian rc (and q=pf) by first com- 
puting jK~(IFyz)j; and then showing that IKz([F47t)j can be at most as large. 
For any abelian p-group rc and any i3 1, we write 
pi-rk(7c) = dimlF,(zP’-‘/7rp’), 
i.e., the number of cyclic summands in the decomposition of 71 of order at 
least pi. Also, ordJ(zj) is used to denote the number n such that InI =p”. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. For any abelian p-group 71, any unramij?ed p-ring A 
with f = [A: t,], and any n > 1, 
IWA/P”C~~)I = I@(~) 0 UPS f. 
If exp(n) = pe and ri = pi-rk(x) (1 < i < e), then 
ord, lG(Al~C~l)l 
=f[(rI - 1) j7c - (rl -rJ l7cpl - ... - (re--l -r,) 17cPe-‘/ -(r,- l)]. 
ProojI Step 1. We first claim that 
S,(g)= (hE7-c: hP”E (g)) (1) 
for any m 30 and gEzPm- zpm+‘. Recall that S,(g) is the subgroup 
generated by all h E rc such that g E (h), then ( hpm, g) is cyclic for such h, 
and hPm E (g) since g 4 ( hpm+' ) by assumption. Conversely, if hPm = g” and 
g = g,Pm for some a E Z and g, E rc, then (hg; ~ a)pm = g, and so 
h = go”- ‘(hgh-“) E S,(g). 
Step 2. Again, consider the map 
@: @(AZ) -+ %(ATc) (@(h 0 lg) = h 0 ~(2) g”). 
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Since 71 is abelian, 
So ,%(An) is generated by elements of the form h @ 3Lg, where hP E S,(g). 
Fix such an element, and assume g E ?lpni - npmc’ (m > 0). Then hp”‘+’ = g” 
for some a, by (l), and p 1 a since g +A rcPmii. So kpm-’ E (g”), gp E rrp” - +“‘+’ 
for some n 3 m + 1, and h E S,(gp) by (I) again. In other words, 
@(ha j-g) =O, and we have shown that 
We now claim that 
,%(An) c Ker(@). 
Ker(T:$) = p%!(Az). (3) 
Since r,*$(x) = px - Q(x) by Proposition 6.1, Ker( f,*$) contains all p-tor- 
sion by (2). Conversely, consider any 
x = i X~E Ker(T,*$), 
i= 1 
where each x, is a sum of terms h @ j-g with (g/ = pi. Then 
k-l 
Gwx)=FJx,+ c (Pxi-@C-%+1))=0, 
1=1 
so px, = 0 and pxj = @(x, + i) for all i < k. By (2) and induction downwards 
from k, we get pxi = 0 for all i, and hence x E p%(Az). 
Then, for all n >/ 1, 
Ker(p”-‘T;$) = p#&(Az). 
Since vAn = 0 by Theorem 4.2, Proposition 4.2 implies 
IGWp”bI)I = /f&(4/~ l%bWl~m(~“-lGWl 
= I%(Arr)/Im(p”- ‘r:$)j = (Ker(p”- ‘r:$)i (4) 
= IpP2(A7T)~ = [%(An) 0 z/p/ = p&(‘(n) 0 z/py 
(recall that Oi%(An)zA@O(n), andf= [A: t,]). 
Step 3. It remains only to compute the order of 
Wn) 0 Z/P? 1 (4kLk)) 0 UP. 
gtz 
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IfgE+Jm-7tP”‘+’ for any 0 6 m < e (p” = exp(rc)), and g = gg’“, then 
S,(g)=(hE7r:hPmE(g)}=(g,;x:XPm=1) 
by (1). In other words, n/,Y,( g) has rank one less than the number of cyclic 
summands of order at least Z/p”+ I: 
o~d,lbv’~,(g))O~/~l =L+C 1, 
where Y, + r = p” + ’ - rk(z). So 
WI==0 
e-1 
=r1.14- 1 (rm--y,+, 1 I~@7 -r, We! -(InI - 1) 
In = 1 
P-l 
=(r,-1)14- c (rm-r,+l)I~pml-(re-l). 
m=l 
Combining this with (4) gives the formula for IKT(A/p[n])I. 1 
The formula 
does, in fact, fail in general for non-abelian p-groups. 
The techniques in [ 19) and [4] will now be used to find upper bounds 
for IKz(A/~[n])I. The following symbol identities are in essence contained 
in Sections II.3 and III.4 of [19], 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let p be a prime, and let R be a commutative ring of 
characteristic p. Fix a E R*. 
(i) If t E R is such that tmpk = 0 for some k 2 1 and p 1 m, then 
(l+t, l+apktmp’-l)=l in K,(R). 
then (ii) If t E R is such that t mpk+l=Oforsomek>l andplm, andl<k, 
(a, 1 + ap’Ypk) = 1 in K,(R). 
Proof: Set A=ff,[a, a-‘] and A,,=A[[t]]. Then A[t] and A, are 
regular rings by the Hilbert syzygy theorem [2, Sect. X11.21, and so by 
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localization and devissage results in [23, Theorem 4 and 51, there are exact 
sequences 
K,(A)- K,(A[t])-L K,(A[lt, r-l]) 
I= I I 
K,(A)- K,(A,) --% K,(A,[trl]) 
Since i, is injective by the corollary to Theorem 8 in [23], i, must also be 
injective. 
Fix integers k, m 3 1 and 0 d I< k. Then relations of the form 
{u, 1 -u) = 1 in K,(A,[tP1]) give 
(( _ 1 yPk-‘+ la, 1 + &~Pk} 
= (( _ qmp’-‘+ I,, 1 + atTDk-‘)P’ 
= {(-py 1 +upP”-‘}-P’= ((-yJ~, 1 +apPk-‘)-’ 
= { -t, 1 + aPkfw+’ )-in=(-t,(l+l)(j+apkf,,pZk~‘)}~m 
= (1 + (1 + t) a++‘-~l> (1 + t)(l + CP”t’““‘“-‘)>“. 
So by injectivity of i,, 
( 1 + (1 + t) apktmpZk-‘- I, (1 + r)(l + f2pktmp2k-‘))m 
= {(-l)“7+1u, l+aD’Pk) in K,(A,). 
Now consider the individual formulas to be shown. 
(i) It suffices to prove this when R = A,/(@). When 1= k, (1) 
reduces to the formula 
(l+apkt~~k-l,l+t}m=l 
Since p k m and (1 + apktmpk- ‘)” = 1 in R, this gives 
(1 +t, 1 +apktMpk-‘1 = 1. 
It suffices to show this when R = A ,/( fmpk + ‘). Since k > I > 0, 
t 
,,,ppLi (! ) 
-‘=O in R. So by (l), 
{(-l)m+lu, l+ap’Pk}=l in K,(R). 
, l+ap’tmpkj=l since (l+ap’Ppk)P=l in R (and -l=I if 
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Now consider the groups 
@,(R) = KerC&(N~ll(~“+‘)) --f &(N~ll(fV)l~ 
defined for any ring R and n > 1. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let z be an abelian p-group, and set r = rk(n). Then, for any 
q=pfandanyn>l, 
ord, I@,Wq~)l Cfr bl if n f -1,0 (modp), 
Gfi /4+f(bl- I+?) if n=mpk-l,k>l,pkm, 
6fr I4 -f(lnl- bPkl) if n=mpk,k31,pjm. 
ProoJ: Set R = Ifyz[t]/(tn+l). Let {g, ,..., g,) be generators for TC, and 
let 
J= (g1- 1, g, - L..., g, - 1, t> 
denote the Jacobson radical of R. For convenience, set 
&CR, 1) = KerCK2(R) --f K2(W41 
for any ideal Ic R. By Proposition 1.1 in [ 171, 
@‘,(5,n) = K,(R, t”) 
=((gi,1+yt”},(1+t,1+yt”}11~i~r,y~5yn). (1) 
We now consider the individual cases. 
(i) Assume n f -1, 0 (modp). For all y~ff,n, 
(1 + t, 1+ yt”)“+‘= 1 in K,(R), 
by [20, Corollary 1.5b]. So { 1 + t, 1 + yt”) = 1 since (1 + yt”)” = 1 in R, 
and @,([Fy~) is generated by all (g,, 1 + yt”}. Hence, 
ord, l@,(lFy~)( ~i.rk,~(F,n)=fr (~1. 
(ii) ,If n = mpk - 1 where k 3 1 and p j m, then by Proposition 6.4, 
( 1 + t, 1 + lapktn f  = 1 
for any A E 5, and a E n. So by (I), Qn( lFq) is generated by all 
(g,, l+yt”} (ldi<r, y~F,n) 
and 
(l+t,l+lat”j (iE5,,aEn-npk). 
It follows that 
ord, I@,W,~)ldfr l~l+f~l~l-l+'kl). 
(iii) Finally, assume n = mpk where k 3 1 and p j m. Then 
jl+t, l+yt”)=l in K*(W), 
for all y E E,n, by the same argument as in (i). So 
4i,,(ff,x)=(~gi,l+/la*“~:l~i~r,iEiFy,~~~). (21 
By Proposition 64(ii), 
(a, 1 + R&P j = 1 in KARL 
for any a f 7-c, I. E Ey, and 1 <k. This provides f relations among the 
elements of (2) for each a in - zpk, and so 
ord, I@,(ff,n)l <fr ln!-f(lnl-l~pkl). 
Finally, Lemma 6.5 can be applied to show: 
THEOREM 6.6. For any abelian p-group 71 and any q = pf, 
K,(IF,?T) = K,*(LF,n). 
In particular, if A is the unramfied p-ring qf degree .f over f,, there is a 
short exact sequence 
O~~,(n)-tK~(~O~)~“~~(A~)/(hOp~g-hh~(;l)gP) -0, (1) 
which is (at least non-canonically) split. 
Proof. Fix rc, and write n = ii x ZJp”, where 71 is a product of cyclic 
groups of order at least p”. Let g E rr generate Z/p”, and set t = g - 1. Then 
F,nz5F,?t[g]/(gPn- l)zff$[t]/(t”“). 
Applying Lemma 6.5, we get (where r = rk(fi)) 
p”- 1 
ord, IK2(ffqz)1 = ord, IK,([F,E)l + c ord, l@,([F,g) 
i= I 
Gord, lKJlFq71)1 + (p”- 1)fr 1711 + f(lEI - IEn*/). 
In particular, Kz(FTyn) = 1 if 71= 1. 
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If Efl, set 
pe= exp(%) = exp(n), ri = p%(5). 
Then rl = r2 = . .. =r, =r, and pi-&(z) =r+ 1 for i<n. We may assume 
inductively that K2( IFyE) = K$( 5,ii). So by Proposition 6.3, 
ord, Il;r,F,n)l 
<ord, IK#F,?i)l + (p”- 1)fr jE/ + f(litl - lE”‘l) 
=f[1(r--1)l4-(rn--Y,+l ) 1fP”l- ... -(r,-l-r,) lEPe-‘/-(re-l)] 
+fr(ld - l4)+fl4 -fF”“l 
=f[rInl-(r,+1-rr,+I)17?P”I- ... -(r,~l-re)Jjtpe-‘J-(re-l)] 
ife>n, 
=f[lr 14 -r,l if e=n. 
In both cases, we get lKJo’,~)i 6 jK,*([F,n)j (applying Proposition 6.3 
again), and the two groups are thus equal. The short exact sequence (1) 
now follows from Proposition 6.2 (and Theorem 4.2). 
The construction of a splitting map K,(LF,n) --) H,(n). for (1) is easily 
reduced to the case where zgZ/pn x Z/p” (n > 1). By Proposition 6.1 and 
Theorems 3.6 and 4.2, KT([Fqn) is a subquotient of (A @H,(Z))@ 
(n @AZ), and hence in this case has exponent p”. But any inclusion of 
H,(Z) z Z/p” into a finite abelian group of exponent p” splits. 1 
Theorem 6.6 generalizes automatically to give a description of K,(Frc) for 
any finite field F and any finite abelian group X: 
THEOREM 6.7. Let F be any finite field, and let n be any finite abelian 
group. Set p = char(F), and let A be the unram@ed p-ring such that Fz A/p 
(i.e., [A: t,] = [F: DT,]). Let q be the Frobenius automorphism of A. Then 
there is a (non-canonical) isomorphism 
KJFrc) z 
7ZQAn 
(g@2g:gEz,1EA).(h@(p&-q(i)gP):g,h~7t,;1~A)’ 
ProoJ: Assume first that x is a p-group. Consider the short exact 
sequence 
%,(An) 
@‘(An) 
-+ (h@(p,Ig-qQ)gP))~H2(?r)+0’ 
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Write rc= (gl) x ... x (gk), where /g,/ < ... <(g,/. Fix &EA such that 
Tr(&) = 1. Then v is split by the map which sends gj A gj to gi@&gj for 
each 1~ i < j < k. Together with Theorem 6.6, this shows that 
in the p-group case. (To see the last step, note that 
gQagphzgQJAp(a)g (mod(hQ(pag-cp(a)gP))) 
for any k3 1.) 
Now let x be an arbitrary finite abelian group, and write rr = CT x C, where 
3 is a p-group and p ]/cJ~. Let KsA be the quotient field. Then 
Kc z C:= r K, for some fields Kf which are unramified over OP. Let A i c K, 
be the rings of integers and set Fi = AJp. Let 
and 
be the induced isomorphisms. Also, K,(Fn)rC;= 1 K,(Pi72), 
we will be done upon showing that 
and so by (I) 
and (ql E Gal(K,/aD,) denotes the Frobenius automorphism) 
f’((ak-dn)g”))= i <Pk-vd~)gP). 131 
i=l 
That (2) holds is clear. That (3) holds will follow once we check that for 
any LEA and gE(r, 
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But f-‘G%4f and Gkl-td4 @‘I are both automorphisms of Aa, and 
both congruent modp to the map x -+ 9’. Two ring automorphisms of 
AarA, which are congruent modp must agree on roots of unity of order 
prime to p, and hence must be equal. So (4) holds, and we are done. 1 
In fact, Theorem 6.6, together with the results and techniques in [ll] 
and [22], can be used to give a description of K,(Fx) when F is a finite 
field of characteristic p and rc is any finite group with abelian p-Sylow sub- 
group. 
Theorem 6.6 also give rise to the following obvious conjecture: 
Conjecture 6.8. For any p-group rr and any q = pf, 
K,([F,n)=K,*(ff,7L). 
Our original motivation for studying K2(zPz) was its appearance in 
localization sequences for computing CIr (Zn) and ,X,(&r). Theorem 3.6, 
while not enough to give a complete algorithm for computing CZr(Zrr), 
does motivate a conjecture for such an algorithm (for computing odd tor- 
sion in Cl,(Zx), at least), as well as giving upper and lower bounds for 
Cll(Z7c). 
Fix an odd prime p and a p-group 7~. For each (complex) irreducible 
character x of n, let pX be the corresponding irreducible 0r-representation. 
By [24, Sects. 2 and 31, Qx has Schur index m, = 1, and Qx (the extension 
of Q by all x(g)) is isomorphic to the cyclotomic field Qlpn for some n. 
Hence, pX;rUZ Oa, I’, for some irreducible Qx[z]-module I’,, and the 
simple summand A, of Qp71 corresponding to x has the form 
~xrEndQx(~x)r~,x(Qx) (rx = dim.,( v,)). 
For shortness of notation, we let Zx and zP[x] denote the rings of 
integers in QX and Q,[x], respectively. 
For each x, let (,u~~)~ denote the group ofp-power roots of unity in Qx. 
For any set T of irreducible characters of 71, homomorphisms 
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are defined as follows. Fix x E T, and let M, c V, be a z-invariant Q-fat- 
tice. Let (px be the composite 
‘px: ~~p(f,71)--,12”20P(~pOEnd,,( 
~:p(M,y(~,iCXI1~~~:op(~,CX1~. 
For any commuting elements g, h E 71, set 
+,kOh)=deb,(g, Vx) (Yap),, ” E 
where V$ E V, is the subspace of elements fixed by h. Finally, AX denotes 
the norm residue symbol map A,( {a, b)) = (a, b), (and is an isomorphism 
by [20, Theorem 5.11). 
PROPOSITION 7.1. For any irreducible character x qf x, and any CWM- 
muting g, h E rc, 
~,(g0h)=~,ocp,((g,T-‘(~(h+h-‘))}). 
For any gtsz and UE (t,[Z,(g)])*, 
~,(go~(u))=~~,~cp,((g,us). 
ProojY Set q = pk = exp(n). Let 
A,rEnd.,(l/,)rM,(~X)EM,(Q5,) (r=ix=dimQ,(V,)) 
be the simple summand of Qrr corresponding to II. If g, h E ?I and 
[g, h] = 1, then let a(g) and a(h) denote their images in iw,(Qx). Since 
(g, h) is an abelian group of exponent dividing q, the matrices a(g) and 
cc(h) conjugate (simultaneously) in M,(Q[,) to diagonal matrices 
Write 
x’(g) = diagh,..., ~1, 
a’(h) = diag( v r ,..., v,) (Pi, “, E (i,>). 
r-‘($(h+h-‘))=I d,h’@J(h)])*. 
j 
Then, since K2(P,[x]) injects into K2(Zpiy) (see [20])> 
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Also, taking norm residue symbols commutes with inclusions of cyclotomic 
fields Q,[, for odd p (this follows, e.g., from the formulas in [18]). So by 
[17, Lemma 1.41, 
+Px({g,~-l (j(h+k-‘))I)= fj (pJl&) = fj &‘““, 
i=l i ” i= 1 
where z(vi) = 1 if vi= 1, r(vi) = 0 if vj# 1. But the last expression is just 
det(g, Vi), and so (1) is proved. 
To show (2), fix gE rc and u E (z,[.&(g)])*, and let ii be the unit 
obtained from u by replacing h H h -I. Then 
+&(k> 4)=+&(bL 4): 
(ipk, a), = (lpk, 4, for any a~ @,ipk)* by C181. So by (11, 
+Px((g, ~))=~pP,((g, u~})1’2=~x(go~(~~))1’2 
=;c/,(go~(~(~)+~(~)))=~x(go~(~)): 
the last step since @,(g@h)=$,(g@h-‘) (Vi= Vc-‘). 1 
We use the term a cluster of characters for a p-group 71 to mean any set 
of irreducible characters which contains exactly one character dividing each 
irreducible Qn-module. Thus in the above notation, if S is a cluster of 
characters for rc, then there is a natural isomorphism 
Furthermore, for each x E S, 
by [20, Sect. 51. So Proposition 1.8 in [ll] takes the form 
CZ,(Zn)rCoker(qs). 
Since Im($s) c Im(A,o q,,-) by Proposition 7.1, this implies: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let p he an odd prime, let K be a p-group, and let S be a 
cluster of characters for z. Then A;’ induces a surjection 
A,: Coker($,) ++ CI,(Zrc). 
The following conjecture is motivated partly since it holds in the abelian 
case [17, Theorem 1.81, partly by the similarity between H,(n; 2,~) and 
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K:(z,n) (Theorem 3.6), and partly since it seems to be the best hope for 
finding a “reasonable” combinatorial algorithm for computing CY1(.Zz). 
Conjecture 7.3. For any odd prime p, any p-group J-C, an 
of characters for rc, 
A,: Coker($,) --f Cl,(hn) 
is an isomorphism. 
Note that if Conjecture 7.3 holds, then this together with [ll, Theorem 
4.8(G)] and [22, Theorem 2(i)] gives a direct combinatorial algorithm for 
computing odd torsion in 5X,(&z) for an arbitrary finite group n. 
opefully, if Conjecture 7.3 could be shown, then a similar but more com- 
plicated algorithm could be found for computing Ci,(&c) when ?I is a 
2-group (see Theorem 1.8 in [ 171 for the abelian case). 
The best we can do so far towards proving Conjecture 7.3 is to show that 
Im(i., 0 qDs’) = Im($,.) when S’ is a set of linear characters for 71: for exam- 
ple, a cluster of characters for nub. This does at least give a lower bound for 
Cl,(&), i.e., it is at least as large as Coker($,) when S’ is such a cluster of 
characters. 
In fact, this result can be extended to include 2-groups. If rr is a 2-grou 
and T any set of linear characters for rc, then 
$r= n ix: ffl(T =b) + Il*clJz 
XET 
is defined by setting, for x E T and commuting g, h E ;2: 
Il/,(gO~)=xk) if x(h)= 1, 
= 1 if x(h)# 1. 
Note that this coincides with the definition of il/ r for odd p-groups-in the 
case of linear characters. 
When T is a set of linear characters for 7t such that for all x E r, 
Qsx = Qc2,, for some y1> 2, then a modified norm residue symbol map 
is defined as follows: if IIm(x)l=2” and a, by (t,[x])*, then 
a;( {a, b)) = (a, b)y+l. 
To simplify the statement of the next theorem, we set A>= A, whenever T is 
a set of characters for an odd p-group. 
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Finally, for any a-group x, let 
v: H1(7c; f,7c) -+ H,(z) 
be the map defined in Section 3: v(g@ h) = g A h E Hz(x) for any pair of 
commuting elements g, h 6 z. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let p be any prime, let 7t be a p-group, and let T be a 
cluster of characters for nab. Set TO = T if p is odd; 
T,=(xET:II~(x)/>~)=~xET:Qx~ R} 
ifp = 2. Consider the maps 
(i) I, p is odd, then Irn(A>o qT) = Im($T), and there is a subjection 
C~,(~~) + [~Tw)]y~Twda; G-4). 
(ii) Ifp=2, then 
rm(nl,,o~T~)=~To(Ker[v: Hl(n; h) +%b)1), 
and there is a surjection 
ProoJ: Set 
X=(~,,(gOg”):gE7c,m~:)E n Im(x). 
x E To 
We first claim that 
and that 
(A~ooqTo({u, u}):u, ue(2,o)*, some cyclic oc7cn)cX. (2) 
By the naturality of $ and A 0 q (see the remarks before Proposition 1.5 in 
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[%7]), it suffices to prove (1) and (2) for cyclic rc. 
W,(n) = 0; @To and (pTO are onto since X1( Zn) = 0 (use Theorem 1.8 in 
[17]); X= Im($,,) by definition; and the result follows. 
Now consider the following diagram: 
Here, (p and $ are the reductions of the maps I.’ 0 cp and $ for &‘: recall 
that 
%2(7fb) = N&-P; t,[z”b])/( go g”: g E Rob, m E Z). 
Also, 2: rr + zUh denotes the projection, and K,(a) and u210(cr) are the 
induced maps. The square in (3) commutes by naturality of I-:. 
By Corollary 1.2 in [17], F;P(&,[nQb]) is generated by symbols 
P+Ps l+P4 ( x~~J@‘l), {gd) (g~n’~, AE@~)*), and (g,uj 
(&YE zUb, UE 1 + I(t,[n”])). That 
{l+p, l+pxj, {g,~}~Ker(@o)nKer(G+) 
follows from (2) and the fact that r: factors through Kz(f,[n”*]) 
(K,(2/,7~, p) is generated by cyclic induction by, e.g., [LO, Proposition 21). 
On the other hand, for any g and U, 
G((g, 4,=gon4 
by Proposition 3.8, and by Lemma 1.4 in [ 171, 
dig> ~H=ikow~). 
So the triangle in diagram (3) commutes. 
Hence, 
Together with (1) this shows that 
WJ& RJ = h-,WerW (4) 
So we are done if p=2. If p is odd, then Im(/Z,o~~)zIm(g0,) by 
Proposition 7.1, and so they are equal by (4). 
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Theorem 7.4 provides a means of detecting elements in CZ,(Zn) which 
vanish in C/,(Z[@‘] ). These are precisely the elements which were detec- 
ted in Propositions 16 and 18 in [21], and in Step 7 of the proof of 
Theorem 5.6 in [ll]. In fact, Theorem 7.4 and its proof give some 
explanation of why the proofs in Section 2 of [21] follow such a regular 
pattern. 
We end with the following example of the use of Theorems 7.2 and 7.4: 
THEOREM 7.5. For any odd prime p and any non-abelian group 71 of order 
P3, 
SK,(.z7c)= cr,(z7c)~(.z/p)~-1. 
Proof. That SK,(z,n) = 0 (and hence SK,(Zrc) = CJ,(Zn)) follows from 
Proposition 9 in [lo]. 
Note that scab z Z/p x Z/p. Fix a, b E n which generate scab, then z = [a, b] 
generates [rc, n]. Furthermore, 
Q?wQ[7c”q xMp(Q~,)zQ x (cl(,)“” x M,(Q&J. 
So there is a cluster S of characters for rc of the form 
s= { 1, x0,-, xp, x>, 
where X is a non-linear character and Im(x,) = (5,) for 0 <i < p. Set 
T = S - (X}, a cluster of characters for 7~“~. 
By Theorems 7.2 and 7.4, there are surjections 
Coker($,) -H C/,(&c) -++ Coker($.). 
On the other hand, ti,(z @ a) = 1 for any x E T (since x(z) = l), z acts on V, 
via multiplication by 5 for some primitive pth root of unity [, and so 
ll/,(zOa)=l . since V; is one-dimensional. It follows that 
Coker(ll/,)rCoker($.)~CZ,(Zn). 
Finally, $r factors as a composite 
t+bT: H1(z; +c) -+ H&c”*; t,[zub]) + n Im(x)z(H/p)P+l. 
XET 
Since H, (rc; 2, n) is generated by elements g @ h for commuting g, h E n, it 
follows that Irn($=) is generated by t,hT(a @ e) and $T(b 0 e). These are 
clearly independent, and so 
Note added in proof (1) Conjecture 7.3-the proposed algorithm for describing Cl,(Zn) 
when n is a p-group and p is odd--has recently been proven. 
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(2) When p is any prime, 71 is an abelian p-group, and A is an unramified p-ring. a short 
exact sequence 
has now been constructed. Here, TZ and 0 are liftings of the homomorphisms Q and Y con- 
structed in Section 3. 
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